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Gladuate school
'JJ~ting at seams'
-<

C")

o 'Graduite Policy Council reviews administration
By Fernando Diaz
News Elitor

Columbia to spend millions on renovations
o College expected to spend $3 million to bring buildings into compliance
By Chris Coates

Services headquarters in the Loop.

E<Itor-i>Olief

killing a pedestrian. The building is
located
three
b locks
fro m
Columbi a's campus.
In 200 I . portions o f the terra-cotta
facade of the Randolph Tower, 188
W. Rando lph St.. began 10 crumb le
and fall Oni O the building's Loop
sidewalk and e l tracks.
Since then, there has been a particular concern for hi gh- ri se bui ldings with terra colta exteriors.
Columbia's 1104 Center at 11 04
S. Wabash Ave .. whic h was built in
1891, has s uch a white terra-cotta
facade.
According to Mike Debi sh. act ing
vice president of Facilities and
Operations. the exterior of the historic bui lding, at 1104 S. Wabash
Ave.. is "extreme ly vulnerable to
fracture" and in need of constan t
maintenance and repair. One out of a
handful of the city's first remaining

The college pl ans to spend "we ll
over $3 million" in the mainten ance
and refurbi shing of several of
Columb ia's South Loop buildings
that are not compli an t with c ity
code, a college officia l said.
The most visible work is pl anned
fo r the exteriors of Columb ia's 12
bui ldings, especially those with
landmark designations. Some of the
work has already been completed.
The mand atory ins pections are
part of a new ci ty ord inance that
requi res an exterior inspect ion of all
down town high rises. The ordi nance
was passed in the wake of two cases
where portions of the ex terior of
down town skyscrapers fell to the
ground. inj uri ng several pedestrians
and ki lling one.
In 1999, a loose window fe ll out
of the 29th n oor of CNA Fin ancial
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steel- frame structures, the structure-also known as the Ludington
Building-was
listed
o n th e
Nationa l Historical Reg ister in 1981
and was des ignated a Ch icago
Landmark in 1996.
Debish said that the costs fo r the
repairs on just that building cou ld
total as much as a half-million dol lars.
And it is not the on ly structure in
need of repairs.
Colu mbia's
South
Campus
Building. 624 S. Michigan Ave., was
inspected by licensed engineers and
some work was performed on the
14-story structure thi s summer.
Along with the South Campus building, Columb ia has two structures
that are part o f the Michigan Aven ue
Landmark area, said Susan Babyk.
execu ti ve assistant in the Office of
Facilities and Operations.

Columbi a's graduate school has
experienced an jump in enrollment
that has surpassed predictions by the
school, according to figures released
by the Office of Institutional Planning
and Research and estimates compiled
by the same department.
Thi s fall. graduate enro llment
soared by 19 percent. compared with
last year's increase of 8 percent.
There are now 650 graduate students,
104 more than last fall.
Since the graduate school was
established more than 20 years ago
with just three programs and 40 students, it has swelled to 18 master's
degrees and one cenificate across 10
diffe rent programs.
Much of the increase, which adm inistration officials attribute to a slug·
gish economy and the quality of the
programs, is saddling the graduate
school with severe growing pains.
Last spring's 13.4 percent increase in
tuition doesn'l seem to have affected
graduate student enrollment.
''There is some sense of bursting at
the seams:' said Keith Cleveland, acting dean o f the graduate sc hool.
"What we' re discovering is that there
are limils for all programs and that
we're bumped up against them."
Some of the college' s graduate
degree-granting programs. like photography and fi lm and video, operate
with closed cap-enrollmenl. while others like arts. entenainment and media
management that do not, have experienced a record swell .
By most accounts, the Arts,
Entertainment and Media Management
graduate program is the fastest-grow·
ing department at Columbia, experi·
encing a 25 percent increase in the
number of graduate students enrolled
this year.
"Applications have increased over
160 percent across the board in the last
two years," said Rebecca Snyder, act·
ing associate dean and director of
graduate admi ssions. "Our departments have been willing to expand
where they can. "
Due in part to this change, the
school. wh ic h operates separate ly
fro m the three undergraduate schools,
is under review to detennine if there is

a better way to administer education 10
Colu mbia's graduate students.
'The review doesn't have anything
to do with dissatisfaction with the grad
school."
said
Steve
Kapelke.
Columbia's provost and vice president
of Student Affairs. Program reviews
for all departments take place every
four to five years, he said, but there
has never been a comprehensive
rev iew of the graduate school unti l the
current investigation began little more
than a year ago.
Administration officials contend
that this is a natural follow-up to the
restructuring
that
fractured
Columbia's once unified undergraduate disciplines. In May of 2000, final
approval was given to split the under·
graduate school into its three current
divisions of the School of Fine and
Perfonning Arts, the School of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, and the School of
Media Arts.
"We're trying to make sure the
administrati ve structure is right for
everybody," Snyder said. When asked
whether a restructuring of the graduate
school is probable, administration
officia ls on the Graduate Policy
Council, which is conducting the
investigation. insisted that it is a possibility, but not for the near future.
"Nothing radical is on the horizon,"
said Judd Chesler, graduate representat ive for the Film and Video
Department who sits on the GPC,
"We' re going through the advantages
and disadvantages of various models
from other schools," he said, to determine the effectiveness of the current
system.
"My preference would be to have
the photography graduates repon to
the photography dean," said Bob
Thall, dean of the Photography
Department. Currently, the adminis·
(rative aspect of a graduate student's
education at Columbia is handled out
of the second fl oor of the Alexandroff
Campus Building, 600 S. Michigan
Ave" while everything penaining to
their education is handled by their academic department.
There are several reasons why a
reslrUcturing is questionable, despite
accounts to the contrary. The college's
plan for growth and development, laid
out in Columbia 20 IO--a document

See Investigation, Page 3
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MONDAY
The first session in the "Creating and Re-C reating
Community: Stories of Columbia College Chicago" series is
in Room 1107 of the South Campus Building, 624 S.
Michigan Ave., al noon .

TUESDAY

& NOTEs

Chris Coates Editor-in-Chief
Coates curses Cubs?
B lame it on thc Coates Curse. It's the
reason the Chicago Cubs imploded at the
very cusp of the World Series. It wasn't
the billy goat or the overly anxious fan.
lt was me.
lt's obvious that whenever I watch or
listen to a Cubbies game, they miraculously- as if triggered by some tear in
the cosm ic lining- have to lose. And not
just lose a little . They mess up entire
games the second my eyes or ears tune
in. They lose as soon as I have a vested
interest in the game's outcome.
That 's what happened last Wednesday.
In a moment of weakness, I turned on
the WGN-AM broadcast just to catch
Marlin Alex Gonzalez'S line drive to
center field that scored two runs. Oy
vey.
Maybe it 's the baseball gods telling a
non baseball fan to back off. Not to wax
poctic, but for me baseball has always
been much more about how it made me
feel in the past and not about grown men
running around in circles now.
In my mind, the game of baseball is
li stening to Detroit Tigers games on
WJR-AM, the smell of Tiger Stadium
during an August night game and the

The second installment of FOCO 's film series, "Macho
Identity and Homoeroticism in Mexican Cinema," will take
place at 7 p.m. in Room 504 of the 1104 Center, 1104 S.
Wabash Ave. The film will be followed by a discussion.
For information on this free event, call (3 12) 344-7812.

WEDNESDAY
The Film and Video Department Wednesday Screening
Series will present the European Media Arts Festival, the
eclectic work of international artists in Room 302, 1104
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., at 6 p.m. For more information on this free event, ca ll (3 12) 344-6708.

THURSDAY
The annual Big Mouth open mic after hours series run s
from 6:30 to 10 p.m . in the Hokin Annex, on the first floor
of the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave . To
sign up to perform at the event, at least one student must be
currently enrolled at Columbia . There is a performance by
AXKAN, of the Nopalbeat OJ Co llective, schedu led for 9
p.m. Students who want to perform are encouraged to show
up early, and will only be able to sign up from 6 to 6:30
p.m., before the event. For more in formation on this free
event, call (312) 344-7812.
The winners of the first-ever International Student
Documentary Competition, hosted by the Michael Rabiger
Center for Documentary, wi ll be announced and thei r work
wi ll be presented tonight. More than 30 entries from five
countries were narrowed down to finalists in six categories.
The six winning film s will be screened in Room 302 of the
1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., at 7 p.m. For more
information on thi s free event, call (3 12) 344 -6733.

FRIDAY
The Infinity Radio Corporation, one of the largest in the
United States and owner of local stations WXRT-FM,
WBBM-AM, WSCR-FM and others will host a career day
in conjunction with the Career Center for Arts and Media
from I p.m . until 4 p.m. in Room 705 of the 33 E. Congress
Parkway Building. For more information, call (3 12 ) 3447344 .

CORRECTION
In the Oct. 6 edition of the City Beat section, the.:
Chronicle incorrectly labeled a photograph under the story
titled, "Workers Ride Toward Freedom." The caption erroneously labe led the people in the photo as protesters instead
of counter-protesters.
The Chronic le regrets the error.

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call the
Chronicle's news desk at (312) 344-7255.

October 20 2003

"Pacific Garden Mission may soon
be moving out of the area," writes the
Chronicle in the Oct. 25 story "Dexler
building eyed as local SRO." Today, the
624 S. State St. mission is still in the
South Loop, while the single room
occupancy building at Harrison Street
and Wabash Avenue is just beginning
construction.
According to the article, the city initially looked at renovating the historic
Wirt Dexler Building, at 624 S. Wabash
Ave ., into an SRO. That plan, however,
was scrapped, and the SRO was moved
next door. Today, the shuttered building
sits across the street from Columbia's
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S.
Wabash Ave.
The SRQ is set for completion in fall
2004 .

Welcome to the club
•
On Oct. 15, the Student
Organization Council announced the 31
student organizations that have been
approved for the semester. Among them are
the Association for Computing Machinery,
the Columbia College Basketball Club,
Films of the African Diasporic Experience,
Paintball and Women in Film at Colwnbia.
The next meeting of the SOC is Oct. 22. For
more infonnation or to learn more about a
student organization at Columbia, caU (312)
344-6655.
You are the champion
•
On Oct. 21, Albert Williams, theater professor, critic, artist and activist,
will be inducted along with 10 others in
the Chicago Gay and Lesbian Hall of
Fam e 's 13th annual ceremony, the
world's only known municipally
sposored hall of fame that honors members of the lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender communities. The event will
take place at the Chicago Cultural
Center, 78 E. Washington St., from 5:30
p.m. to 7 p.m. For more information, call
(312) 744-7911.
Once upon a time
•
The college library subscribed to
the Chicago Tribune Historical Archive, a

sound of my brother rattling off the batting averages of Mickey Tettleton or
Cecil Fielder from the Detroit Free
Press.
You see, I like the idea of baseball
more than the game itself. Maybe that's
what makes the Cubs' loss last week so
gloomy- it means that summer is officially over. That's what makes baseball
so special.
It's the only game where a batter can
fail 70 percent of the time and still be
the best guy on the team. It 's the only
place where the entire outcome of the
game hinges on each and every pitch.
It 's the only game where---evcn with
eight other people on the field and thousands of fans in the stands- the game
comes down to a single pitcher throwing
a piece of cork and twine at a guy with
a piece of wood 60 feet away. And as
we saw last week, it's the only game
where a si ngle fan can affect an entire
season of work.
Or, shou ld I say, a single columnist
can affect an entire season of work.
Maybe it was an eerie forecast, but
back in July, the Chronicle kids and I
trekked to Wrigley Field for my birth-

day. It was not a good birthday gift: the
Cubs lost to the Phillies 3-0. And so the
curse was put into place. Every Braves
game I watched, the Cubs lost. Every
Marlin game I watched, they lost. If I
missed a game, they won. This can't be
a coinc idence.
And the coincidences go back even
further.
Follow me : In the 1984 National
League championships, the Cubs lost to
the San Diego Padres, who went on to
lose to the Detroit Tigers.
To wit: The last time the Cubs made it
to the World Series, in 1945, they lost to
the Tigers. In 1908, the last time the
Cubs won the World Series, they played
the Tigers. Ah ha! Must be the Coates
Curse.
So here's my plan : I'm never watching the Cubbies again. Call it drastic, but
my days of drinking Old Style at
Wrigley or listening to Chip Caray stumble over Mark Grudzielanek's name are
gone. To save them from losing, I'm
abandoning the Cubs.
Well, at least until their appearance in
the World Series next year against the
Tigers.

searchable database of the newspaper's
content that includes almost 20,000 frontpage images dating back to 1849, nearly
one million obituaries extending back to
the same year and about 15 million articles dating from 1900 to 1984. The database can be accessed for free through the
library's website. For more information,
call (312) 344-7966.

Dance Center presents the Merce
Cunnigham Dance Company at the Joan
W. and Irving B. Harris Theater for
Music and Dance, 205 E. Randolph St.
Tickets start at S 15. For more information. call (312) 344-8300.

Admlnl.tratlon pi ... two
•
Columbia added two new members to its administration. Warren
Chapman, Ph.D., president of the Bank
One Foundation and head of Corporate
Contributions for Bank One Corporation,
joined the board of tru stees. Also,
Institutional Advancement can count a
new vice president among their ranks.
Sam Ross has worked at St. Bonaventure
University, Jane Addams Hull House and
Benedictine University in Lisle, III.
Chapman holds a B.A., in addition to
other degrees, in studio art with a concentration in scu lpture. Ross has produced and acted in the Sullivan Street
Playhouse production of ''The Fantasticks"
and the "Pirates ofPenzance."

Pass the trademark
•
The King, the Lawyers, and the
Cheese, a film by Film and Video
Department faculty member Brigid
Maher, about a lawsuit fi led against Stu
Helms, a Chicago-based artist, on the
grounds of trademark infringement for
using the name 3King VelVeeda.2, will
be screened as part of "Appetite for
Distraction: Hours to Make, Seconds to
View," an exhibition of work by more
than 30 artists at Acme ArtWorks
Gallery, 1741 N. Western Ave.

Dance and defend
•
Beginning Thursday, Oct. 23, the
Old Town School of Folk Music will offer
Columbia students a free eight-week
Capoeira Class at the Fitness Center located at 425 S. Wabash Ave. Capoeira is an
African-Brazilian martial art that combines music, song, rhythmic movements
and acrobatics into self-defense. For more
De.lgn Conte.t
•
The Lincoln Square Chamber of information call (312) 344-7569.
Commerce is offe ring $500 and an ,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
opportunity to place your design on the
cover of their 2004 neighborhood guide
and directory. Last year, a New Yorkbased illustrator won the contest, which
looks for a design that captures the spirit of Lincoln Square. The winner will be
announced Jan. 15 . For rules and deadline, call (773) 728-3890.
The Columbia Connection
•
Columbia grads who are or have
worked for the City of Chicago: Lee
Bey, '01, deputy chief of staff to Mayor
Richard M. Daley, is also listed in the
current edition of "Who's Who in
America;" Martha Gutierrez, '94, is the
director of marketing for the Chicago
Department of Buildings.
How not to break the law
•
Digital Media in the Classroom:
A Copyright Workshop for Faculty is
Oct. 29 at 2 p.m. in the Library
Instruction Classroom of the college
library in the South Campus Building,
624 S. Michigan Ave . Carrie Russell, a
copyright specialist for the American
Library Association, wi ll discuss the
legalities of posting film , video or
audio c lips on faculty course websites.
For more information or to reserve a
space, e-mai l jalverson@co lum.edu.
The right move.
•
On Nov. 14 and 15, Columbia's
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Windy City charm wins over Big Apple
o Host of hit show 'That's Kentertainment,' a Columbia grad tells all
ByLl.. B'lde
MolagiIg EdiIDr

College set to study
1':1.,.·, 2005 _2006
~e

It s

o Columbia to adopt ' normal' academic calendar

Columbia alumnus Ken Kleiber

will readi ly admit that his job is
"campy" and "kilSchy,"-a parody of

Most offices at Columbia fo resee
few, if any, problems when the
switch takes place . Foley said publiFor years, Columbia srudents and cations and vendors would need to
facu lty have dealt with the drawbacks be updated, and Monroe sa id appli-.
cation deadlines would change but
of a nontraditional school year.
Beginning in fall 2005, the college will that there would be "minimal disadopt a schedule similar to those in ruption ."
Until the mid-'70s. according to
place at many other colleges.
"So now we'll be joining the other Foley. many colleges had academic cal·
99 percent," said Karen Smith, an aca- cndars like Columbia·s. Over time,
demic adviser.
many of those colleges made the switch
The new calendar will have classes to what is now considered the standard
beginning Sept. 6 and ending May 13. schedule.
Also, students will no longer have to .
The change is being held offuntil the
come back after finals, as holiday and fall of 2005 "because we simply
bel ieve that we nceded that much
semester break will be back to back.
"The main thing it will change is time," Foley said. The change was first
that both students and faculty have announced last year, after it was
told me it's hard" to come back for approved by the board of trustees.
"That first summer wil l be a transifinals, said Anne Foley, assistant vice
president of Research and Planni ng in tion for everyone," Foley said . For the
the Office of Insti tut ional Planning entire faculty, it means a shorter, more
intense summer, for teachers and staff
and Research.
who update the college while everyFoley is responsible for the committee that reviews the current academic one is gone.
After the first summer, though, the
calendar. Mark Kelly, vice president of
Student Affairs, and Mike DeSalie. vice schedule will be sct and a regular sumpresident of flOance are also on the mer break will go into place, she said.
For students who will be applying
committee.
Having to come back for finals is to Columbia, they will sim ply have
''not a really good setup for teaching or to apply carl ier.
Since this was first announced in
leaming." Foley said.
Ending the semester "on time" 2002, staff members have remained
confident
there won't be a problem
affords Columbia students an equal
chance at summer jobs and intern- with admi ssions.
"Most people simply adjust" to an
ships, a common problem with the
current calendar. In addition, students earlier deadline, Foley said. She added
that the deadline date has been changed
wi ll get a monthlong winter break.
"The main thing that admissions is before to an earlier time, and it appe~
most excited about is a move to an ear- students were still able to comply with
lier year" which wi ll allow Columbia the change.
"I didn't encounter a s ingle person
recruits to get an earlier start, said
of who didn't think this change was for
Murphy
Monroe,
director
the better," Foley said.
Admissions.

By Rachel Pulling

Slall\\\i~

the real thing.
He has no problem saying he
works from his apartment and that he

acts like an obnoxious know-it·all
while on the clock.
Bul, for the increasingly popular
star/writer/director/producer 0("Thal'5
KentertaiMlent!," a New York cable
access show that has recently received
a growing fan base, none of those
things can be considered an embarrassment.
With a cast of characters that has
included Robin Williams. Carol
Burnett, Carol Channing, Lauren
Sacall and Woody Allen, Kleiber has
received acc laim from a variety of
sources, incl uding hundreds of night
owls w ho watch his show religious ly.
every T hursday at midnight.
He was recently interviewed by
The New York Times and has been
offered interviews with Dreamworks
Studios' biggest and brightest actors
and actresses .
Kleibe r's name is popping up
everywhere, and the tiny TV show
that showc.a ses Q·and·A's at theater
openings and movie premieres, as
well as some color commentary
about the New York theater sc.ene,
just keeps getting bigger.
The saga of Kleiber's success was
shared with Co lumbia 'S Theater
Department Oct. 16, featuring a
cameo by the man himself, as well as
a 20·minute c lip of his s how.
After Kle iber exp lai ned his life
after Columbia, more than SO theater
majors gathered around a televis ion
and immediately became enthralled
by his show. If those students are
any re nection of Kleiber's New York
audience, it's no wonder he's such a
success.
Kleiber never expected his s ide
proj ect, which was initially intended
as a creative outlet and a cure for bore·
dom, to take off to such an extent.
Origina lly from Chicago, Kleiber
moved to New York after graduating
from Columbia in 1998 to pursue a
career in musical theater.
Lucki ly, he landed ajob as an offi ce
assistant at Music Theater International,
an artistic licensing company. Finding
time to audition for shows while pursu·
ing a 40-hour work week, though, was
unthinkable.

3

Ken Kle iber comes home to talk about his random road to stardom.
" I wasn't doing anyth ing," he said.
"I thought, 'Why am J here? r cou ld
be doing nflth ing in Chicago. '"
So, about a year after he moved to
the B ig Appl e and "settled in, "
Kle iber dec ided to create his very
own public access show.
All he needed was a camera, a
cameraperson, a concept and a few
people to talk to.
"I like to describe it as a Variety/sit·
com/interview/travel show," he said.
"And it's called ' Kentertainment'it's whatever I fi nd interesting."
Everything from interviewing a
picture of Jesus (one of his fi rst
interviews on the air) to filmin g mat·
ing pigeons to asking Woody Allen if
he believes in love at first sight has
been part of the show.
Joined by cameraman Sal and
recently added pi ano accompanist

David, pals Kleiber met at MTI , he
starts off every episode with a tacky,
"over-the-top" medley that t ies the
theme into the show.
A t fi rst, he ran around New York
City just looking for people to talk
to, Kleiber said.
In the second episode, he was
shown chasing afte~ and finding cameraman Sal. Later, Kleiber actually
pulled a Federa l Express delivery
guy into the studio (Kleiber 's li ving
room) to interview him .
And he did it in the same arrogant
and snobbish, but s lightly insane and
certainly s illy character that Kleiber
created just for the show.
" J'm just a know-it-all (on the
show]," he said . " I' m a caustic theater queen ... who berates his cam-

See Kentertainment, Page 5

Art of the Ubrary exhibit opens

Fan 2004
Classes Begin - Sept 27

Fall 2005
Classes Begin - Sept 6

Holiday Break - Dec: 20 - Ian. 2

Holiday Break - Dec. 19 - Jan. 1

Semater Ends -Jan, 22

Semester Enda - Doc. 17

Semester Break - Ian. 23 - Feb. 13

Semester Break - Jan. 2 -Ian. 21

Spri.g 2005
Begin - Feb, 14

C~

Spring 2006

Cl..... Begin - Jan, 23

Spring Break - Mar. 28 - April 3

Spring Break - Mar. 20 - Mar. 26

Semester End. - June 4

Semester Ends - May 13

Graduation - June 5

Graduation - May 14

Investigation Conlinuedfrom Page I

Angela Chambers, right, describes her "feltoons ," on display as part of the Art of the Library
exhib~, which opened Oct. 17. Artwork by Library faculty and staff is displayed on the 3ed floor.

prepared by the provost and the president's office-specifical ly reserves
any strategy for the graduate school to
the OPC at the request of Provost
Kapelke.
"Those goals and strategies wi ll be
incorporated in the Columbia 20 I 0
plan when the OPC completes its
work," the document states.
"I'm hoping that by the end of the
calendar year 2004, we' ll have some
plan," Kapelke said. That is when
reports requested by the OPC for the
investigation are expected to be complete, he said.
Currently, there are three programs
that would be orphaned if the graduate
school's administrat ive structure
melded with that of the existing undergraduate schools.
This doesn't, however, close the
door on other possible changes to the
graduate school.
This fall, the Arts, Entertainment
and Media Management Department
inaugurated another degree for a total
of five with Arts and Youth
Communicat ion, which has 12

declared students. Also, instead of
offering a Master in Arts, the degree
has changed to what is considered to
be a terminal degree in the field, a
Master of Arts Management, according to Angelo Luciano, a graduate
adviser and facu lty member of the
department.
Luciano doesn't foresee having to
adopt a closed-cap enrollment policy in
the near future . "We've seen this trend
for the last two years, but who knows
what the future will bring," he said.
Kape lke said other departments
might consider adding a graduate component to their program, citing a possi·
ble degree in composing for score
through the Music Department.
"We could accommodate another 500
studenlS," ,Kapelke said, "we do have
the capacity depending on the program."
Administration officials are confident that the school will be able to
handle another wave of students, but
clearly something has to give.
" [ am optimistic that we will grow
next year," Cleve land said, "but not by
as much."

Do you have a portfolio, reel, writing sample or other

Show-Off

body of work? Want to show It off to an accomplished
professional In your field? If so, contact your career
advisor by visiting the Career Center for Arts & Media

2003 ·Fall Review

OfHlne or In person.
www.colum.edufcareer.
623 S. W.....h. Sulto 300

Columbia
COlL!8E

CHICAGO

~

Do you consider yourself a people person?
Do you like to plan activities for students?
Would you like to be considered a
student leader on campus?

All events are free. For more Info: 3121344-6300
Mu.lo Conlor plano. provldod by Ortluo .. '. Muolcvllio, Inc.

Then you moy wont to opply for 0 resident Assistont position for the fall
of 2004 . Come out to the Resident Assistgnt Infarmgtign
Session to obtain more infor matio n. Sessions will be held Sunday,
October 26 ; Wednesday, October 29 and Thursday. October
30 . All sessions will be held in the Community lounge at 731 S.
Plymouth Court at 7 :00pm . For questions please contoct Kalil
Collins, Associ ale Direclor of Residence life at kcolllns@colum .adu .
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New directions for Liberal Arts
o Chair envisions new concentration, possible trips to other continents
By Brl" Quick
SlafWTi«
A blue and white lapeStry hangs on
the wall of Lisa Brock's office.
Attached to the surface of the tapestry
are. tiny pouches., each one filled with
something precious. Brock is not sure
what the pouches contain, since they
have never been opened.
''This is a post·modem version of a
traditional African keepsake quilt,"
Brock said. The tapestry was made by a
fonner student of Brock's at the School
of the Art Institute of Chicago. and was
given to her as a gift.

In fact, former srudents made most
of the artwork that adorns the walls of
Brock's office. There are African tribal
masks, paintings and photos from her
trips to Cuba and South Africa.
Since becoming the chair of the
Liberal Arts Department at Columbia,
Brock has "beautified" not on1y her
officc, but the rest of the department as
well.
When Brock came to the college in
August, she found herself looking at
bare walls and empty space. Now, two
monlhs later, the walls are covered with
artwork ¥1d the empty spaces are filled
with green, leafy plants.
"1ne space feels newer, brighter,
cleaner," Brock said, adding that the
aesthetic value of any particular space
is very important to her.
"I love it when a place has visual
quality," she said.
If Brock has her way, visual images
may soon become a course of study at
Columbia. The School of the Art
Institute offers a major in visual and
critical stUdies, and Brock would like to
implement a simil~ program in the

Liberal Am Department.
The program, which would be
offered as a minor, would explore how
the visual and material worlds relate to
people's lives.
"How do our individual penpectives, perceptions and history impact
our view of the visual world," Brock
asked. "One person could read a story
or see an image and it would mean
something to them. 1ben someone else
could see the exact same thing and it
would mean something totally different. Why does art speak different things
to different people? That's what this
program would explore."
Since Columbia already has a cultural srudies program, Brqc:k feels that
adding a visual and critical studies
minor is simply the next step.
"Having a minor is very important,"
to a liberal arts education, Brock said. A
minor will "bolster and Wldergird the
student's course of study," she said.
Brock would like to implement an
African-American studies minor in
addition to the minors in women's studies and Latino studies that already exist
She feels that these programs would be
important for a school like Columbia to
have.
"This is really a college of opportunity," she said. "Since it's such a
diverse student body, programs like
this can really succeed."
Brock taught at the School of the Art
Institute for 13 years, and was chair of
the Liberal Arts Department for four of
them.

While at the Art Institute, Brock took
some of her students on trips to foreign
countries, including Cuba and South
Africa. A series of framed pictures on
Brock's office wall show the group of
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The eye is on Chicago
o Investigative reporters share life on the beat
~Jori Geancanterl

8Iiii

ColUmbia students were given

an opportunity to meet some of

students meeting with renowned Cuban
artists Manuel Mendive and Salvador
Gonzales. In South Africa. the students
toured Robin Island. the penitentiary
where Nelson Mandella had been
imprisoned.
Brock said she would love to take
her new students there someday.
'The January term might be a good
time to test the waters" of such a program, she said. Columbia currently
offers study abroad programs to places
like Moscow, Prague and Devon,
England.
Travcling abroad can help students
become more conscious of the world
around them. Brock said.
"Students need to go out and take
charge (with their art]," she said. ''They
need a social conscience and a strong
worldview."
Having a social conscience will help
students to produce what Brock calls
"smart art," art that has some kind of
social or political context
"Art is a medium that says something," Brock said. "The question is,
what do you want to say?"

Kentertainment Continuedftom Page 3

Chicago's top investigative
reporters Oct. 13, as Pam
Zekman (WBBM-TV). Renee
Ferguson (WMAQ-TV), Chuck
Goudie (WLS-TV), Larry Yellen
(WFLO-TV) and Bob Segall
(WITt-TV) came out from
behind the lens to show how they
got the dirt on some of the city's
biggest stories.
Tom Sattizabn, a television
consultant, introduced the panel
by mentioning !!lome of their
many accomplishments, which
range from Chicago Emmys to
the DuPont Award.
"When a television station
employs investigative reporters,
it is a huge investment in time,
people and equipment," Sauizabn
said. "But- in tbe end, the payoff
is tremendous,"
The reporters spoke candidly
of their roles and acknowledged
that their ranks are thin. From
there. the reporters talked about
their positions and cited the
growth in the role that investigative journalism has had over the
past 10 years. Their jobs differ
from other reporters in the sense
that they arc given more time to
work on a segment.
The majority of tbe reporters
brought clips to show attendees.
Ferguson's "Ghost Kids," which
exposed an oversight in the Head
Start Program in Blinols, was
instrumental in illustrating the
flaws of the $50 million program.
Ferguson showed how students
who never showed up to class
were being marked present, while
some teachers reported that they
were not getting paid. Since the
report aired, the program has
been shut down.
Goudie followed with his segment "The Worst Case Scenario,"
in which he exposed security
deficiencies at Illinois chemical
plants. He reported ~at Illinois
has more plants housing Jarge
amounts of extremely bazardous
chemicals than any other state in
the nation.
Goudie went to the plants and
viedotaped fences that were top-

pled over, gates that weren't
secure. tanks of lethal chemicals
located next to public roads and
security guards who were barely
visible. Goudie pointed out that
at any moment, a terrorist could
easily access these plants, bringing the story to life through his
visuals.
Yellen screened his segment
"Unlicensed Cop," for which he
literally camped out in a van for
eight hours to stakeout a police
officer who would drive his truck
to a park everyday where another
officer would pick him up. The
officer would then gct in his own
police car and remain parked for
the majority of the day. Yellen
also questioned a driver who had
received a ticket from the officer
for driving on a suspended
license.
In one part of the footage,
Yellen approaches the officer and
asks bim ifhc can see his driver 's
license. The man brushed Yellen
off. Yellen then reported this to
the chief of police and showed
him evidence ofilie man driving.
The officer was fired shortly after
that.
Segall was the· last person to
show his piece "Sex in the Park."
Segall followed up on tips that
men were loafing at nearby parks
. and checked it out for himself.
Dressed down to appear normal
to the prc;dators, he would wander
ofT into the woods, where he
waited to be approached. Shortly
after, severaJ men followed him.
They made advances at him per·
taining to sexual matterS. An
undercover officer went into the
men's bathroom where he was
also approached. One of the suspects went as far as grabbing the
officer's buttocks. This story was
exposed to the public to warn
them or their children of the
potential danger,
Many of these stories can put
the reporters at risk, Segall went
as far as pulling a Oa)c jacket out
of his briefcase to prove his
point.
"Safety is always first and
foremost," Segall said. "But thete
are times when a dangerous story
is worth covering, and we do
what we have to do."
Tawney Saylor contributed 10
this report.

Renovation COIuinuedftom Page I

Charlet KushnerlChronicle

Columbia grad Ken Kleiber (left) catches up with Albert Williams (right), at a Q-and-A on Oct. 16.
eraman ."
The character that people just
love to hate has certainly caught on,
especially with people in the theater
industry, Kleiber said.
The show includes inside jokes
about the business of theater and little tidbits about the inner workings
of the craft.
Kleiber said that a majority of the
show's response comes from working professionals, publicists and
entertainment lawyers, as a result.
It's not as easy as it looks though,
according to Kleiber.
He said that the show is a 40-hour
per week job besides his current
full-time position as the recently
named executive assistant to the
owner of MTI .
.. It forces me to be creative at
least once a week and to have deadlines," he said.
"That 's Kentertainme nt! " was
fonnally recognized with a New
York Times interview after Kl eiber
scored an interview with Liza

Minnelli.
Minnelli, who recently broke off
her marriage with controversial
David Gest, turned down interviews
with "Enterta inment Tonight" and
"Larry King Live," but willingly
talked to Kleiber.
In response to the high-profile
interview--one of many these
days- Kleiber said he knew that
everyone else just wanted to talk
about Minnelli's break-up.
He wanted to talk to her, not barrage her with questions about her
personal life, because he's a fan .
Surprisingly, the interview inadvertently turned toward the split, not
because Kleiber brought it up, but
because Minnelli wanted to tell it to
Mr. Kentertainment.
Personal success set in for Kleiber
after he got to interview one of his
childhood idol s and musician/actress
Charo.
Kleiber describes himself as a shy
person who was once deathly afraid
of people .

He originally started at Columbia
as a music major until hi s friend
forced him to take a theater class to
help him conquer his shyness.
It was then that he found confidence in the Theater Department
and in musical theater.
As he sat among the large group
of theater students last week, it was
easy to see his contentment with
being back where he started .
Five years after graduation and
about a year and a half after the
birth of "That's Kentertainment!"
Kleiber is currently in negotiations with a couple of well-known
cable networks about furthering the
life span of his original concept.
Kleiber insists that the show is
really just a learning experience,
but the cooky, ~ed-headed theater
snob enjoys running around New
York (and occasionally Europe).
Chasing down interviews with
the stars is showing his growing
audience what it is that makes life
"kentertaining."

Like the 1104 Center, any work
on the exterior of historical buildings must mect strict standards. "We
renovate all buildings, but the ones
with landmark designation are the
more expensive ones," Babyk said.
Even so, there is work planncd for
some of Columbia's buildings not
known for their historical significance.
At Columbia'S 33 East Congress
Parkway Building, 33. E. Congress
Parkway, which was built in 1925,
the exterior of the building is composed of several different materials,
inc luding concrete.
;'[The building] also has some
nuisances like some metal siding,"
Debish said, "that has become more
apparent and obvious now that the el
track has been reconfigured and the
new dorm is going up."
That dorm, which is set to open
around the corner from the building
next fall, sets quite the architectural
mood for the area . The 18-story
University Center of Chicago will
be the largest student dormitory in
the country and Debish said there
are plans io make the 75,000 square
foot 33 East Congress Parkway
Building "look more like it belongs
to the donn."
He said the college is planning to
spend as much as $ 100,000 on top of

the rehab costs Uto paint several
sides of the building" so that it will
fit into the nei ghborhood . Signs and
logos may also be installed on the
building, Debish said .
Meanwhile, Debi sh said there is a
timetable in place to fix buildings
that are immediatel y in need of
repai r. Along with the South
Campus Building, repairs have been
made to the Wabash Campus
Building over the past year. The
exterior repairs on Wabash Campus
Building, which Babyk said were
part of normal maintenance, forced
the college to install scaffolding in
front of the building that remained
for nearly an entire academic year.
The city stipulates such scaffolding
whenever construction is performcd
on the cxterior of a building.
But the extcnsive process docs not
come cheap.
Along with renovations to the
interiors of several buildings,
Debi sh said the costs "arc pushing
close to $3 million."
Other expenses in clude fixi ng
several of the bu ilding's fire escapes
and renovating the entire ninth floor
of the AlexandrofT Campus Center,
600 S. Michi gan Ave.
The fl oor 's new photography studios will cost at least $1 million,
Debish sa id .
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'Inspiration exists, but it has to find us working, '

-Pablo PIcasso

CALL

~WORK

SKETCHY II
Ske t c h ,,) III a b ook o r looSt- p d<J es S ketches of flqllrcs L,ncl)c<,p~s,
dbst ra c tlons, hs ilIO n ,,[lci ol)j<'( tell'S iCJ Il S kctc hbouks 'NIl! D,' SI'C 1I1CcI

OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF OF

COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO.

DROP~WORK
OCTOBER 22, 23, 24

IN THE HOKIN ANNEX, 623 S. WABAS H.
EXHIBITION INFORMATION

SKETCHY

[C]

spee.s

.

.,, ........ , ... 0'.,,'
-,. ....--,.

II

OCTOBER 30 - NOVEMEBER 21, 2003
HOKN GAlLERY AND HOKN ANNEX GALLERY
WWW , COLUM , EDU/SPACES

.. , ~ , .

3121 344 • 7696

October 20. 2003
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Columbia College Chicago Registration Announcement

You Must Register Now!
To get these exclusive Columbia College Chicago savings.

U1IUA

WORLD DIGITAL VlOEO ASSOCIATION

Go to www.wdva.org/columbiacollegechicago to join the
World Digital Video Association for only $25.
(83% off the regular annual membership fee of $149).

• You get full membership privileges for one full year.
• Member only access to DV Edge. the official
WDVA online magazine.

®A1ias

Exclusive WDVA!AlIas software offer.
Get discounts of 15%-25% off on select Alias software Maya products. Maya is the
Oscar-winning software developed by Alias that is used in almost every motion picture made.

This js a Special Offer for Columbia College Chicago Students Only.
Registration Closes Soon!

eAPOEIRA eLASS

Join CITY YEAR

FREE

1 I 1 1 _ I _Tnmn

EVERY THURSDAY

BlGJDIIIC OCTOBER 23RD

8
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1ilihl ~lbr~~lt@;nIr;n~~
1Jl® ~~ WW;n1ID;n~IID.

$7.75
.Student Rate
A.M. or P.M.

722

s.

Also Visit our two other locations:
Wabash $7.75 and 11 E. Balbo $7.75

You don't need a modem to
'get connected' with God!
No upgrades, no
plug-ins, no passwords
necessary. Worship
with us in real time
every Sunday.

Christ the King Lutheran Church
Worship with Holy Communion every Sunday at 10:00 a.m.

1532 S. Michigan Ave.
312-939-3720
Rev. Scott Chinburg, Pastor

Sharing God's Love and Embracing Destiny

Home of the

Famous Hackneyburger since 1939.
Open 7 diys .. w eek for lunch & dinner; breakfast on weekends.
) 0 10 UII ev~ry M ond~y

for on

~v~nin8

Traditional

of

Iri~h

Mug;ic

Uo'l!! fUlUrlnl Sean ~IJnd and Jlm"'r Keafl« d bohola. No cover chltl"lt!.

733 S. Dearborn (at Polk), (312) 461 · 1116

Columbia College

Studant Organization Fair
Come out and get involved in your student organizations!

Thursday, October 30th
11am - 3pm
Hokin Annex
Contact the Student Organization CounCil at 312.344.6656 and/or the OffIce of Student Leadership at 312.344.6792 for recognition packets and more infonnatlon.

CALL FOR, ENTRV
Artwork Deadline: .January
Drop off @
Robert Morris College
401 South State St.

1 B.2004

Robert Mortis College Gallery seeks submissioos

Chicago, IL 60605

~:~~~n;:~~e~yu=:b~::t~:r~~nno

(8th floor, Suite: 809)

guarantee thai all entries will be displayed. All entries

9: OOa.m. - 5:00p.m .
Notification of acceptance:

school, art title, year created, media, and size.
Two-dImensional art should not exceed 60 Inches in
height and 30 inches in width. Artists working in oils,

January

26, 2004

Us The
'JPenny War

~~ ~~~:~~;. =~ ~:~~h~~\~:rr:~r~~
inspired by sports. Artists must be students enrolled In

should Include name, home address, contact number,

acrylics, watercolor, mixed media, and sculpture are
eligible to submit. There Is no entry fee. Artists selected
for show will be awarded $150. For further Information
contact: Marissa Llkar at 312.935.6050

Does your organization need more
money? Well. money is tight so its
time to go to war! Grab your
pennies and compete to win a cash
prize for your organization in HUB
WAR I. Looking for the ultimate
fund raiser? Come to this panel
discussion t o pick up helpful hints
on raising money.

SponIOf'ed by the Office of Student Leadership
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Beer sales spike oFonner con takes law int~n~~pro~.w~~~~
as Cubblees SCOf1e
Exonerated death row prisoner enrolls at
University of Wisconsin Law School

o Budweiser, Old Style top choices for
downstate fans, liquor store owner says
By !<ad LH

(U-WIRE) NORMAL. III.-As
the Ch icago Cubs continued their
rarely seen October play, loca l
Ill inois State University-area bars
and liquor stores welcomed the
increasing number of weekday
patrons.
Budget Liquors in Nonnal, 111.,
noticed not only an increase of business the day ofa Cubs game, but also
an increase in particular bevcrage
sa les, owner Chris Cutlcr sai d.
"With
Harry
Caray
and
Budweiser, and Old Sty le being the
big push up [i n Chicago], those two
are the ones I've seen the biggest
sa les increases for," Culler said.
Cutler said thc number of sa les
were not steadi ly increasing from
game to game but that people were
buying more alcohol on weekdays
than on average.
" It depends on the importance of
the game and who's pitching," he
added.
Uni versity Liquors has alS(.. seen
the weeknight revenue increase.
" Because of the Cubs winning the
games that they've won, there 's been
an increase.:' said ~i m Star,
University Liquors shift hlanager.
Star said there was not a large
increase of keg sales, but a definite
increase in JO can packs and other
loose beer sa lcs.
"We always do see a mark-up

whenever the Cubs are playing," Star
said. " I believe a lot takes place at
the bars. Our bar next door, Foul
Shots, is always pretty packed during the weekdays [Cubs games]
when nonnally it's just mediOCre
business."
To cater to increased attendance,
Foul Shots offered some drink and
food specials, Foul Shots cocktail
waitress Casie Bohlsen said.
" I couldn't give an exact number,
but we gct pretty crowded," she
added.
Pub II is among thc Normal-area
bars feeling the impact of increased
weeknight attcndance .
" People are coming in here earlier
before the game to get a seat. And
we' ve been very busy for each
game." bartender Ryan Desmond
sai d.
Though Pub 11 docs not provide
any food or drink specials on game
nights, thcy do offer weekday drink
and food spec ials each weeknight,
Desmond said.
"It's kind of like an atmosphere
simi lar to if you go to the ballpark,
and people are cheering after every
out and really get involved; it gets
really fun, " Desmond said.
Desmond said many fans supported the: Cubs by sporting hats, shirts
and jerseys for each game.
"It's hard 10 even find Cubs' shirts
now, and a lot of girls are even making their own shirts," he said.

The new fOQd group:
vending machines
By l.Ioa T1!oma!on
TheDaiy_~"""'U.)

(U-WIRE) PROVO. Utah.More tban 350 on-campus vending
machines .. Brigham Young
University are stOcked with items
intended for Iast~minute meals or
Sll3Cks, and without them some stu·
denls say they would starve.
According to Bob Zan!, BYU',
vending manager, oo-campus vending machines make "a couple mil·
lion" dollars every year in sates.
The vending machine office
employs 44 students who fill the
vending machines and run rt
routes every morning and afternoon

cluring the &<bool week.
David Willmon:. a BYU (mhman from Plano. T..... who ;,
majoring in busine.. management,
Aid he depends IOkly upon the
vendU!g machi... for at least two
....... day•

.

"l ha.e ..~ at "pt eve!)'
lIIOftIinc,.and r "'" • Snlt:bn and
milk frtllll • Dll<hi.. 00
the wry," be .aid, "Without vendins Dll<hi.... I woo!do't ..... anytiling to eat __ of the ti ...."

"""'Iau

Altbouah """" miJht question

_1aItIIy it i. 10 rely heavily 00
vendi"l machine. for nutrition.
Willmore Aid he', tonVin<e4 they

.,no bod ,,,,,.

madtI...

"The .....ing
in 111.
dormo ha>.
tho food

.11

"""PI

. . . . ,,~.·heNid.
Can10 Sow. " _lor (rom Kent.
Obio. who if moJ«Itt. In """ina.
..14 ... 4oHI!', Wok vendln,

'*"'1liiie.. food pyramid
~;,..hMlt
"IIYU dOe, IIY to _

*"

healthy

treats in the vending machines,"
she said. "'But 1 don 't ~tJy think
you'd he bealllly if !hat•• all you
ate_"
Students addicted to the vendiog
machines do seem to agree that
convenience is the main reason
they can' t get enough of them.
"r don't wake up in the morning
and think, "J'm going to have a
candy bar and chips for lunch
today, ,., Sepp said. "Sut somerimC$
when I'm studyiDg all day, it just
worlcs: out that way."
Brad Twining. a freshman from
Salisburg, Md., who is majoring in
engineering. said be knows it

would he more affordable for him
to buy IUs drinla at the grocecy
store rather than veoding maChi .....
"I get at least two drinla a day.
and it otarts to add UP." he said.
"But I don't feel UkelulIi;na drinla
around .11 day ;0 my backpat:)<."
Pern,>s for lIIi. reason, the dorm
vendio, mach; ..s have tho:.hI&he1l
lIiIOOtItofbeveaae sales. . , '
A . i _unce cl1ocollllO milk
if"the No. I ,,"ing Item I n _ ""' .....i'" .... hints, accordins to
z.mI. Ice c..... undwlchet. mini
crumb doupnutl. Snidccrs, '!Wi.
and Pepperoni Hot Pockotl ItO
otber bi,-dmo .. Um.
Althouah vondln, _hln.. may
...... lib an ...y way tAl tlVold tho
social In«taction ;n.olved with
buy in, food anywhere 01...
WiJI_e ..Id the dorm v.ndio,

""""'Inot ,lvo "the aUY'" a .m.....
to bond .
..Sotnethnt. there', a crowd by
tho .....10. machl ... and It bfl.,.
y"" It! 10 k""w tho poople In your
bulldlnJ," be .. Id.

~Uben Rosario

Raaer ~

ST. PAUL, Minn. -After serving 12
yean in prison for a murder he: didn' t
commit. Chris Ochoa has decided to
take the law and law books into his

hands.
Ochoa- a Texas man exonerated
with the help of members of the
University of Wisconsin Law School's
tMOCCnce Project- is now a first-year
law srudent at the school.
"For him to finish college and then
enter law school less than throe yean
after his release from prison, to me, is
just si mply amazing, " said Corey
Tcnnison, now an assistant Scott
County prosecutor from Highland
Park, Minn., who, along with a team of
fellow students and college law professors, helped uncover evidence that
cleared Ochoa in a 15-year-old mW'der

case.
The curriculum so far "is pretty
demanding, but Ws going well," said
Ochoa. 36, who plans to relocate and
pursue a legal career in Madison. Wis.,
or the Twin Cities area. "That said, t
haven' t gone through a winter up here
yet."
Allegedly threatened with the death
penalty and to be served as " meat" for
prison sex predators, Ochoa, then a 22year-old restaurant worker with no
criminal record, confessed to taking
part in a brutal rape-murder of a 20yc:ar-old Texas woman in 1988. He
was sentenced 10 life in prison..
"People ask me many times why I
confessed to something I didn't do, and
it's difficult to explain," Ochoa said in

a Knight Ridder Newspapers interview
two years ago. " But I was a very timid
young man then. And if you know anything about Texas, you know right
away that the death penalty is a very
real threat."
In t 996, a convicted robber confessed to the murder in a letter he sent
to Austin police and then-Gov. George
Bush's office. The Wisconsin projcct
uncovered the existence of the letter
and other case discrepancies after
Ochoa wrote 10 them about his plight.
DNA tests confirmed the letterwriter was the killer, and Ochoa was
released from prison in 2001.
While in prison. Ochoa took advantage of college cowsc work. he entered
a community college in EI Paso when
he got out. He was accepted to the
University of Kansas Law School last
year, but Wisconsin made him an offer
he COUldn't turn down: a full scholarship.
Ochoa said he wants to return the
favor by volunteering for the project
next year. He is also attending an arulUal fund-raiser in Minneapolis in support of the tnnocence Project of
Minnesota, one of J I mostly university-based programs in the country that
selectively review post-conviction
cases with the help of pro bono
lawyers, college professors and law
students.
The J-year-old state project is
reviewing a handful of murder cases,
and is asking the state's highest court
next week to order an evidentiary hearing on a 12-year-old murder case.
The innocence project movement,
significantly bolstered by the advent of
DNA testing and more: scrutiny of

at;on of at least 128 people wrongly
conv;cted ofmurdm and other serious

crimes in recent years. A handful have
been death row inmates. It has abo led
to changes in law and a review of
police and prosecutOriaI procedures at
the early stages of a criminal investigalion in an attempt to more acc\lJ'1ltely
ftnger or eliminate suspects.
A reputable study conducted by an
Iowa University professor foWld that
showing a witness six pictures at the
same time led to misidentifications
because the person fclt pressW'ed to
select the person who most closely
resembled their assailant. Choices
were made even when the actual suspeet wasn't included in the line-up,
according to the study conducted by
Dr. Gary Wells.
The project will have adult witnesses look at pictures one at a time shown
by an investigator not connccted to the
case. Wells' srudy estimated that such a
procedure could reduce: misidentifications by up to a half. Cops in New
York. California and a few other states
arc: also conducting trial runs.
"It's worth trying," said Hennepin
County Attorney Amy Klobuchar of
the year-long project.
"We are interested in getting the: bad
people, but also the right people."
Tennison, a fonner Mille Lacs assi5-tant county prosecutor said the lessons
of the Ochoa case are ones that need to
be heeded by prosecuttlfS as well as
defense attomc:ys.
"Prosecutors have a lot ofdiscretion
in charging a case, or how it's handlc:d," Tennison said.
"I'm not here to just win cases. I'm
here to help administer justice. And
Chris is the best reminder of that"

Report says freshmen not prepared for college
o Critics say high schools are to blame
such
By Amy Hertler
_eeJoumaiSeoIilei
MILWAUKEE- Even as the number of students taking upper-level
math courses soars at high schools, a
srubbom demographic continues to
plague higher education: remedial
enrollments.
In 1999-2000, 35.5 percent of all
first- and second-year undergraduate
students reported taking some sort of
remedial college course, according to
a study ·by the National Center for
Education Statistics, an arm of the
U.S . Department of Education. And,
for nearly three-fourths of those students, one of those: classes was math,
the study found .
In addition, only four in 10 high
school seniors in the 2002-2003 class
who took the ACT received a score
that indicated they were ready for col-

Plotkin took four years of math at
Glendale, Wis., Nicolet High School,

expanded the number of students
enrolled in
classes. . .
"One of the: reasons our college
exists is to provide access to higher
education for anyone who wants it,"
said Terrance Webb, executive dean
for learning programs at Madison
Area Technieal College. "And one of
the thinS' it means is we are bound to
enroll s~nts who are not prepared
to do college-level work in certain
areas."
Webb doesn't like the name"remed' I .. •• gh H
ti
II"
h
la, UIOU • e opts or ca mg sue
counes "developmentaL"
Today, 40 percent to SO percent of

including trigonometry and statistics,
and received fairly good grades.
But when she took her math place-

the college's students are placed in
developmental math courses.
There are many causes for that fig-

ment test at the university in May, she
scored below what she needed to get
into a for-credit math class. Instead,
this fall , she enrolled in the university's Math 095 course, which combines
lectures and online course work to
help fill in the gaps in students' math

W't, he said. Some students don' t test
well, some haven't taken a math
cowse in years and are returning to
education after several years in the'
work world, and some took the state's
minimwn two-year math requirement
in high school.
11tere's a lot of reasons for
this," Webb said, "A lot of

students who aren't in A.P. or honorslevel classes and still might go to college, he said.
" You have two disconnected systems that proceed in their own way,
and the kids are the losen," Kirst said.
"What's in Algebra 2 in high school
isn't what colleges want in Algebra 2."
Jana PlotJcln, a freshman at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
recently found herself caught in that

d,·v,·de.

lege-level algebra, the college admissions test company reported
this year.
Cnt;cs use such figures as
"Afier

r------------------,

an nd;ctment of h;gh school
"
instruction
to prove that the
schools do such a poor job of

even about six weeks out
of rnath cIass, you ti0met so .mueh
of what you eli ..."

people HI,e to blame ;t on the
high school. 'Oh, they're noc
teach'Ing the
. Stude nts the n'ght
111;",: But I'm not ,ure that's

true,"
preparing their graduates that
In the meantime, the
the: colleges are forced to
take care of the problem.
' -_ _ _ _--"'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~~~ Madison technical college
But college officials arc: not sW't
also is looking to bridge that
that's the case.
ski lls,
divide, which Kirst complained is
The dichotomy between increasing
Some of the difficulties that stu- keeping some students from achic:vina
achievement levels in high school and dents like Plotkin have with college their college dream . Over the summer,
the need for remediation in college placement tests for math, however, the school co-hosted a day·long
shows a disconnect between the two may be just a need for review.
school-to-earcen conference for high
system s, said Michael Kirst, a
"After even about six weeks out of school teachers 10 explain the teehni·
Stanford University education profes. math class, you forget so much of cal colieae's math e~tions.
sor who co-authored a study on the what you did If you don't USC it," said
Judy Jones. a math instructor al the
issuc earlier this year,
Sue ShlU'key, a math Insb'Ucl0r at collcac who helped coordinate the
The problem IS that colleges have Waukesha County Technical College. conference, said she doesn't believe
different expectations for incoming "So much of what the problem is. is it
incomina colleac: students are less pre-frcthmcn than states have for their hasn' t been done rec::cntly, So they pan!<! than they were in the PUI.
d
hi""
need
a
review
on
cvcrythina
before
" I do ftcl we arc ac«ina a broader
h;&h IChool and..t.. , III most .. ' lIIey'", n:ady to Jump Into III actual N"_ of .tuden" ............... Aid.
IChool ItudentJ don' t know that, he
.-.....
'UUOV'
said, The results aren't ICCn In stu.
math class,"
And the problem with students who
dc:ntJ who take Advanced Placement
Not everyone view. remedial class·
aren', on the coUep trICk-thcy don',
cuurlCS, which Itrc specifically &eared es U It bud Ih illY·
tend to like math. and they take I!C
10 mtltch collcHe curricula. But they
In tlcl, Wisconsin', MIdIIOft Area nn.ICh u they hlw to and thcty don't
become nppllrCl1t In the 80 pertent of Technical Colle"" hu deliberately take any more,"
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Odds are stacked against
nutritious college meals

11

Across the' nation •••

o A world of healthy culinary possibilities
courtesy of George Foreman Grills, frozen meals
Bv Harold L. Whack Jr.

CIl<a;ioTrIlu...
Sometimes a college student can't
win.

Track practice has ended, but it is
still necessary to run to make it to the
cafeteria before ilS 7 p. m. closing. You

make it. but the cafeteria workcrready to go home-locks the door
with a look of contempt after you
enter.

Relief turns back to despair. Sure,
the fried chicken looks tasty, but the
pool of grease in the pan indicates that
it is far from healthy. Farther down
the line, the string beans provide great
vitamins and fiber, but their obvious
lack of seasoning and the likelihood
that they will be lukewarm will make
them a chore to consume.
Shan mcahime hours and a lack of
nutritious, delicious food are two
major reasons why many students
give up on the cafeteria. But with limited cooking experience and a donn
room with no kitchen appliances (or
with regulations prohibiting them),
they have difficulty cooking for themselves.
Eastern Illino is University is
among the schools that have responded to students' needs.
" We have extended cafeteria hours
over the yean so that students can get
food from 6:30 a.m. to m idnight,"
said Kelly Miller, assistant director of
residential housing. "We otTer a variety of foods and have a registered dietitian who can assist students with
special health needs. Also every year,
we conduct surveys and make
changes for the following year based
on the response."
However, when the cafeteria does
close, it's back to the dorm room, a
cubbyhole 'with a bedroom, living
room and pseudo-kitchen shared w ith
roommates. Students end up ordering
pizza at one time or another, but what
happens when that is no longer practical, appealing and/or financially feasible?
Felicia Towers of Flossmoor, III.,
who is attending the University of
Illi nois at Urbana-Champaicn this
fa ll, wOlTies about the kind of food
she will be otTered. "I am going to be
away from home for an entire school
year. I want to eat certain foods . I
want my mom 's cooking. like her
smothered chicken and rice," Towers
said. "That is something I am going to
miss."
Sophomore
Chris
McBride.
described cafetcria food at Northern
Illinois University in DcKalb, a bit
more optimisticly. " It's edible. They
do their best. Some nights it's horrible
and some nights it's OK. One night,
[in the dorm] we made nac hos for our
floor in the kitchen downstairs. But,
most times ' just go to the cafeteria."
Though some schools like Eastern
Illinois have started to pay attention to
students who share Towers' and
McBride's concerns, many lag
behind.
"Almost every college or university has a food service adviser," said
Pete Napolitano, pres ident of the
National Association of College and
University Food Service. "Th'! skills
of the adviser and the amount in the
budget dictate the quality of the food
service and how accommodating it is
to the student body."
So what can students do to avoid
the constant dilemma of having to
choose tasty food that isn' t healthy or
healthy food that doesn't taste good in
the cafeteria-<>r having to fend for
themselves when the cafeteria ·is
closed?
Even if it seems hopeless, the
answer is not out of students' reach, or
wallet
Cooking appliances and portable

devices can cure the cafeteria food
woes if used wisely. The microwave
and mini-refrigerator have become
staples of many college donns. Some
new devices-many priced for a student's budget- are more sophisticat'ed and appealing.
The coveted George Foreman Grill
is a joy to college dorm kitchens
everywhere. It heats, cooks and drains
grease and does so quite efficiently.
AU for less than $20.
There are specialty devices, like
The Pancake Factory, which makes
griddle cakes. With a little practice,
your creations can beat the unpleasant, mass-produced pancakes at the
cafeteria. It costs about $30.
For a healthy and refreshing drink,
the Juiceman Jr. Juice Extractor liquefies fruit and vegetables; it costs $60.
A hand blender, though smaller and
less powerful than the extractor, will
do an aclcquate job, with models often
priced at $30 or less.
All of these products are sold in
department stores; we also found
them online at www.amazon.com.
When purchasing any appliance,
keep in mind that some colleges and
universities only allow microwaves
Bernard TroneaWAP
and/or refrigerators in dormitories.
students choose snacks from vending machines at Vestavia Hills High School in
Some otTer central kitchenettes for
Vestavia, Ala. Schools should put heaHhier snacks in vending machines, scrapping more
residents' conven.ience. These options
profitable offerings to help curb childhood obesity, according to two nutrition task forces .
should be used, but when they are not
available it is imperative that students
abide by the dormitory rules for safety reasons.
Even after acquiring new cooking
devices, many college students don't
have the culinary knowledge to put
them to maximum use. Fortunately,
the Bus h administration epitomizes
"Nixon was more liberal than the
cookbooks otTer ideas for inexpenwith its "serial lies."
last fi ve presidents we "ave had," he
By Mlkl Johnson
sive,. easy, tasty and healthy meals.
Further pitfalls o f the American
said
.
"A
nd
to
think
that
he
was
the
Daly Northwestern (Northwest.. U.)
Leila Pehosaari wrote College
last liberal in office just makes me culture that Moore high lighted
Cuisine to answer her son's prodding
included se lf-serving psyches and
want to puke."
(V- WIRE) EVANSTON, 111.requests for recipes.
ignorance of international affairs.
Moore frequently returned to the
Especially useful is a chapter called Thousands of people in the Chicago
To illustrate the latter point,
topie of " li beral" Republicans and,
" Microwave Miracles." Rich nachos area we re on their feet Oct. 14 worse in his eyes, "Democrats that
Moore
picked
an
" average"
are a simple recipe, and the pasta tTit- c heering and booing, not for the
a re actuai ly Repub licans."
Canadian s tudent and a "ve ry
tata, though a little more involved, Chicago Cubs, but for inflammatory
"You know w hat 's really great smart" American student o ut o f the
documentary filmmaker and w riter about the recall [in California] last crowd. His claim o f Ame ri can egotakes only five minutes more.
Peltosaari includes lists of helpful Michael Moore.
week?" Moore asked . " It was a
centri sm was validated when the
As Moore took the stage in
supplies, a shelf-life food chart, a subCanadian
correc tl y
ide nt ified
rejection o f Democrats like Gray
stitute ingredients chart, a list of reme- Northwes tern University's McGaw
George W. Bush as the U.S. presiDavis."
dies for cooking mistakes and dishes Memorial Ha ll, he sol ic ited c heers
Mimicking Davi s in a w hiny,
dent and the American s tudent
from the already-standing c rowd by
that utilize leftovers.
shrugged his shoulders when asked
Kermit-the-frog like voice, Moore
" People always want to know what hol ding up a Cubs cap. Then, the
denounced
"wishy-was hy"
to name the Canadian prime ministhey can do with just a little bit of more than 1,S00 attendees booed as
ter.
.
Democ rats who are "so pitiful, they
broccoli or a little bit of another he raised a Florida Marlins hat.
But both students received copics of
don't even win when they win."
"Thank you," Moore began. '"
food," Peltosaari said.
Bowling for Columbine,
Another cookbook, The (Reluctant, just wanted to relive r------------------~---- and the American stuBroke, Busy. my Oscar night."
Nervous, Lazy,
dent
attempted
to
Moore was booed
Confused)
College
Student
redeem himself by joinCookbook, by l oshua Lambert, was at the 2003 Academy
ing Moore on stage to
published while the author was at Awards when, during
si ng
the
Canadian
Harvard in 200.1. He wrote the book his acceptance s peech
national anthem.
the
Bes t
out of frustration with not being able for
Despite hi s disgust
Documentary Award
to have the foods he craved.
with Amcrica's penBowling For
"Potatoes are underuscd by college for
chant
for "picking on
-Michael Moore al an Oct. 14 speech
kids, in my experience," Lambert Columbine, he called
the weakest people,"
Bush's L.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- ' Moore did say he sees
said . "A five-pound bag of potatoes President
costs less, often, than a bag of potato election and justificaa light at the end of the
chips, and can feed you for a whole tions for the war in Iraq " fi ctitious."
Because the Democ ratic party has
tunnel.
As the evening's speaker, Moore
lot longer. All you need to prepare
His last book, Stupid Wh ile Men.
promoted politicians who tend
potatoes is either a m icrowave [for continued hi s com mitment to humor- toward the moderate middle, Moore
sol d more than four million copies
baked potatoes] or some way to boil ous controversy. Northwestern was
because America is becoming much
sai d, it is espec ially important for
water, like a hot plate or immersion the only Illinois stop on his 3J-city Americans to " push candidates to
more liberal, he sa id . Now all the
heater, for mashed potatoes." With the tour promo ting his new book.
liberals have to do is motivate .
take the right positions" before the
Almost
one
million
copies
o
f
Dude.
addition of a meat and/or vegetable, a
While the rousing a pplause
primary elections.
Where:r My Country? hit bookdecent meal is ready.
Moore repeatedly drew from the
And a lthough Moore has fa iled to
"Microwaves can be used to steam shelves Oct. 7.
audie nce s ugges ted that his ideas
e ndorse any of the five Democ ratic
At one point Moore read from
vegetables, heat up a home made
were well received, Jeff Wood said
candidates who have approached
pizza, and even, in a pinch, to cook an one of the book 's chapte rs, titled,
he would have liked to hear a little
him, he admitted he does like the
egg. If a hot plate is avai lable, allow- " How to talk to you r conservative
less political materia l and a liule
idea o f having Howard Dea n, a docing you to boil water, even more pos- brother-in-law."
to r, and Wes ley C lark, a general , o n more humor.
One tip asks the reader to "admit
sibilities are avai lable. For a relaxing
" He helps add humor to some pitthe ballot.
drink, a hand blender makes great the left has made mistakes" and
fa ll s of soc iety'S ails," said Wood,
"We need a doctor because there
smoothies with fresh fruit, yogurt and continues with a li st of examples22,
an e mployee at Border's Book s
arc 43 million of us without health
including "drugs are bad," " MTV
juice," Lambert said.
and Music in Evanston , Ill. "A nd
care," Moore sa id, "and we need a
Lambert suggests, .above all, to s uck s" and "vegetarianism is general to ki ck Bush's ass ."
because that' s all so depress ing, a
keep things simple, especially when unhealthy."
liu le humor always he lps."
Moore sai d the United S tates also
Although
a
n
audible
"
b"
from
an
your knowledge is slim. "I think of
But freshman Ch ris Taylor sa id
needs young people to get "any can·
[cooking] as a basic survival skill, like apparently ve getarian audience
he thought Moore 's "abrasive truth"
didate o n the ballot w ho can beat
breathing- which is, I think, how member only e licited a characte ri sse rved his purposes perfectly.
Bush."
most college students should think tic high-pitched laugh from Moore,
" He makes people think," Taylor
He went on to e ncourage
even he worried aloud that his final
about it."
Ame rica's youth to break out of said . "And I think that's the entire
example would be too controve rs ial.
point."
socie ty's "enfo rced ignorance" that

Bigger crowd in Chicago: Moore or Cubs?
o

s

Filmmaker, activist gets boos for raising Marlins cap at forum

"We need a doctor because there are
43 million of us without
health care .. , and we need a
general to kick Bush's ass,"
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Mobility's Nobility. PowerBook G4

iMac

iPod

The 12-inch,

The all-new 1S-inch,

The 17-inch.

Presenting the new 12-

Fuily loaded with a
1.2SGHz PowerPC G4, S12K
of L2 cache, AirPort
Extr~me Card, megawide
display, Radeon g raphi cs
and a slot-loading
Super Drive, the lS-inch
PowerSook G4 boasts

The next big thi ng from
Apple: The new l7-inch
PowerBook G4 . Featur ing
the largest, most
spectacu lar disp lay ever
to grace a portable,
mi raculously engineered
into a ' ··inch-thin
notebook that's ultral ig ht
and ultradesirable:"

inch PowerBook G4,
featuring a br illiant 12inch acth.'0··ma trix display
housed in a stunning
aluminum al/oy enclosure

weighing just 4.6 pounds.

Starting at $1,399
With SuperDrive: $1,599

. jaw-dro~in9Jeatures.

Startin; 'at:$l,799
As described: $2,299

"#'

"

Starting at $2,699

..
Anot~r

great offer when you buy a Mac.

BUY~- 1vlac an~,.get Keynote for only
$49 ~31n i n ~~m .S{lvings of $30_
.;

" ~

'"" :t-.";'f

.{ .'

No mat\er which Mac you choose, you can save"S30 on
Keynote at the time of.pur,c~a.le. Offer available
through Decemoer 27, 2003

Power MacG5

Back to school basics, available from Apple.
In addition to 5% to 15%
discounts on most Apple
products, you can buy all the
accessories you need from the
Apple Store for Ed ucation, many
discounted for students.

iBook
Microsoft Office v.X
$149.95

Macromedia Oreamweaver

$99.95

,
12" IBoOk • $1149

'_lIOO MI\t <i3'

HP O~kJet 5150
$99.00

Pro Skater 4

JBL Creature S~akers •

$)9.95

$129.00

CD-IIOM

eMac
For

~

•

,

1)10 f ( '

mlormal lor:, or to take il dvilnt a g ~ o f (?)(ci usi\l(: Hig her Educa tion plit::ing, pit-use visit:

Authorized Reseller

I'e,fo,man<e and value, all 10 one.

AffOfdable G4 power.
The Apple Store @ Columbia College
6 23 S. Wabash, Suite 205

800 MHz· $749

Phone: 31 2. ~44.8MAC

1 GHz· $1,099

http://www.c:olum .edu/ appl es tore/
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Text messaging at no extra cost. That's what we're for.

$40

Call & Text
• Free phone· NOKIA35B&
• 700 Anytime minutes
·250 Text meSQ9H
• 1000 Mobile-to-Mobile minutes

_

~

• Unlimited Nights and WHkends

•
•
•
•

Voice mail
Callwamng
bller ID
Call forwarding

•

US Cellular
••

• Th~way caUing
• long Distance induded

SIMPLICITY IS CALLING
Limited time offer.

l-aaa-IUY-USCC • 6ETUSC.COM

"AI\et S30 maiI-In lebate. ~ n phone: oilers YaIicI on two-year consumer seMce agreements 01 S4CI nI~. Subject 10 eligibility lequifemtfll$. Customer is responsltlle lor a. sales taL Promotional phone: suIlject 10 change.
Oftetl may expire if you dlange rou' caning ~. Nigh nI weetrnd mnrtes are valid M·F 9pm 10 5:59am nI II day Sallmly II'Id Sooday. Night and weekend miooles are aYlilable In local ~ <lira ooIy. Roan*lg cl\alges, letS.
SlJ"cNt'~ and taxes may apply' n1Idi1Q a Ftderal nI Other ReQtAaIOfy Fee char~ 01 $.55. All seMte agreements SOOjecI lo an early !enn!nation lee. Actrvation tee is $30. Equipment dIange Ie! 01 $15. Mobile Messagr.g reQUIres
a digital phone and service. Subscribers must be witIlIn M tIigItaJ local calling area 10 send and receM! lext messages. U.S. CduIar does not ~aran'ee actual message cItIivety 01 delivery WlItwI a speciIic period of ttrne. 0tIIef
reslrictions may apply. See Store lOt cletaHs. Umiled lime on!!'. 02003 U.s. CeIIuIat. Oller beginl8I1J03 and ends 10131103. MaH·1n Form required. While 5UPPlies last See terms and condiIlOI'IS al palticipating retail locations '01
details. 01999-2003 U.S. CelIU\af. CHok.ia 2003. Nokla and Nokla Connectiog People." regist8fed trademarks Nokia Corpot"atlon.
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Columbia Chronicle Editorials

You Get What You Pay For
There's on ly so much that one can
get for an extra quarter.
)f it must be spent, it might as
well be put toward something that's
beneficial and applicable on a daily

basis.
Despite criticism widely received
from the general Chicago commuter
population, a possible 2S-ccnl
Chicago Transit Authority fare hike

is both beneficial and applicable-as
long as passengers continue to get
what they pay for.
According to officials. the proposed increase will act as a supplement to the eTA's CUlTent week ly

S 1.5 million intake just in ti me for
an expected budget hole due to sci in
next year.
The potential $90 million budget
crisis- proof of an economic downswing felt on nearly every level of

Chicago- immediately puts the price
change into perspective.
The CTA is going into debt, due to
train and track upgrades, an attempted increase in employment and the
institution of a variety of long-term
projects.
It's a point that has become clear
during the last two weeks as the
CTA beats back and forth the possibility of upping train and bus ticket
to S1.75 .
Something has to give, and some
son of compensation has to be made
in order for service to be maintained.
Hundreds are count ing on the Red
Line train 10 pick them up and drop
them off at the Belmont stop every
five minutes. seven days a week.

If25 extra cents is what needs to

be chipped in to make it happen,
then so be it. A price change was
bound to happen, anyway.
Compared to other trans it systems
throughout the country, Chicago is
one of the only large cities that hasn't chosen to raise fare prices. After
New York's 50-cent increase in May,
the CTA will still remain less expensive than the Big Apple's
Metropolitan Transit Authority.
This hike is one that may be
slightly overdue after analyzing thc
transit authority's fine resume in
making Chicago one of the most
accessible ci ties in the country.
This year alone, plans were made
and executed to cxtend service on
the Orange and Red lines. Talks of
revamping the connection point
between the Green and Blue lines
have been in the works si nce
January.
The "Renew the Blue" refurbishment of the Blue Line is nearing
completion, and a new park-and-ride
at the Garfield Street station off the
Green Line have been slated for next
spring.
It 's time to compensate for the
service, as long as the CTA ean keep
up its consistent good efforts.
The Chronicle admits that imagining a quarter more per el ride is initially staggering and potentially
bank-breaking.
However, CTA officials told the
Chronicle last week, though, that the
UPASS, a college student 's temporary free ride on all of the city's

trains and buses, will not be affected.
But, upon fork..ing over the extra
cash, it will eventually be the riders'
tum to demand what they paid for.
It is necessary that the CTA maintain its service. That Red Line train
must continue to arrive at each of its
destinations as consistently as
always in order for the hike to be as
beneficial as initially proposed.
Even if the increase is unavoidable, it will be received well only
when eustomers see their cash at
work.
That will happen only when the
CTA continues to prove its worth
beyond planned projects on a daily
basis.
The shift won't come easily, especially for those who can barely pay
the S 1.50. But the Chronicle
implores those riders to !Stand on the
500 block of South Wabash Avenue
and li sten to a train as it sail s past
the section that was once the deafening, grinding "s curve."
As the train flows past the
University Center of Chicago, realize that a 25-cent increase will be
worthwhile- at least, it will be 40
years from now when Columbia's
students realize thei r hearing hasn't
been plagued from walking underneath the Green Line train.
Be s ure to pay close attention to
service after the increase, though.
Hopefully, if the CTA keeps up its
end of the bargain, Chicago commuters won't wish they would've
spent their quarter on a gumball at
the comer Jewel-Osco.

Supreme Court shuftle
During the 2000 election, one of
the biggest issues weighing on both
candidates was the possible appointment of not one, not two, but three
Supreme Court justices. There were
terrible rumblings on both side~, as
the pages of Cosmopoli tan were
stuffed with hysterical articles about
the all-but-inevitable dissolution of
Roe v. Wade if Bush were to
become President. Meanwhile, publications on the right were screaming about free abon ions on every
comer, homosexuals in the military
and pornography being included
with school lunches.
Regardless of each side's inconsequential ramblings, that terrible year
passed. Now we find ourselves dealing with the actuality of appointing
a new justice. s ince Chief Justice
William Rehnquist announced that

he would, in all probability, step
down at the end of the year.
Historically, the position of
Supreme Court justice has been that
ofa life-long position, and although
Rehnquist is 79, his peppered hair
(or what's left of it) seems like flaxen locks compared to 83-year-o ld
John Paul Stevens. Should
Rehnquist step down, Bush will be
forced to appoint a new chief justice.
While many people speculate that
Anthony Scalia is Bush's favorite
due to his orientation as the most
conservative next to Rehnquist, he
lacks the necessary experience.
Logically, the most sound choice
wou ld be Sandra Day O'Connor,
who, though she holds a fairly liberal voting history, is still to the right
of Stevens.

The most likely scenario then puts
O'Connor at the head of the bench.
giving Bush the precedence of
appo inting the first female Supreme
Court chief justice. This cou ld give
him numbers in the 2004 election,
effectively polarizing much of the
female voting body.
Should O'Connor take the rudder,
Bush will more than likely appoint
another conservative to fill the
vacancy. Stalemate. The ideo logica l
bend o f the nation's highest court
will regain its previous standing as a
5-4 margin, maintaining its fairly
liberal standing.
So relax. Abortion will not be
outlawed, homosexuals will be free
to serve their country in the military,
and pornography will not be incl uded with chicken nuggets.
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Views from campuses across the counto'

Marriage should remain a
union between heterosexuals ·
Su n Wob!tmao

The Collegiate Times (VIrginia Tech)
(V-WIRE) BLACKSBURG,
Va.- Well, it seems another controversy has gripped the campus of
Virginia Tech. Since I'm not there to
witness the events in person, I can
only rely on the pictures, stories and
editorials online to judge what is
going on.
What's the big commotion this
time? Oh, another misunderstanding
over a seemingly well-intended
statement from President Bush.
declaring "I believe marriage is
between a man and a woman, and I
think we oUght to codify that one
way or another."
r realize the sensitive history
brought up by the idea of gay marriages and I really have to believe
our president was not being insensitive with his proclamation at all. I
think a more accurate analysis of the
situation would be to classify the
actions of the gay community as
over-sensitive.
I think some members of the gay
community at Teeh and across
America may be trying to spin the
facts here to once again make sexual
preference a hot topic in the public
forum.
The fact of the matter is that the
tradition of marriage has been made
a joke in our soc iety, and the president's decision to address this moral
dilapidation is truly a compassionate
gesture .
Some of the biggest social problems in America stem from the fact
more and more children are growing
up in broken homes where marriages have failed, so how can you
attack an attempt at making people
realize their responsibility as married parents to their children?
I reali ze Bush comes from a
strong C hri stian background; one
that has given him a strong sct of
moral beliefs. The same moral
beliefs this society was founded on,
I might add . And yes, within this set
of morals is the belief mllTiage is a
union between a man and a woman.
This belief crosses many sociclal
nnd religious boundllrics and echoes
the order of nature.
I concede not everyone ohooses
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to believe this and you have every
right to disagree. What you don't
have the right to do is to undennine
the rights of this country's married
citizens. Demanding gay marriages
be legally acknowledged by the
United States is to ask for the sanctity of marriage to be destroyed.
This wrt of unchecked supreme
secularist-driven thinking does nothing to help America, but rather continues to eat away at the nation's
moral fabric. The problem is by
allowing gay marriages, you set an
irresponsible precedent.
If gays have the right to marry,
then you can't stop polygamists,
animal lovers or even adorers of
inanimate objects from wanting to
legally marry their objects of affection. [f you think letting people
marry their livestock or their computers is a worthwbile endeavor,
then ( can't help you.
For all 1 know, a man and his
Macintosh may excel at rearing a
child, but (don't think it would be a
responsible or worthwhile social
experiment.
I can't deny there are members of
our nation who are antigay, and I
would never condone their oftenbrutal ways of expressing their feelings. But to cast the president in the
same light as those who killed
Matthew Shephard is truly ignorant
and nothing more than blatant and
unwananted character assassination.
A good point is raised by the fact
that partners who arc not married,
be they heterosexuals or homosexuals, are not entitled to the same benefits when it comes to medica1 decisions, insurance, taxes and estate
planning as married couples.
Perhaps here is the arena where an
argument that views this as discrimination is WlllT8llted, but there has to
be a definition of the difference
between a civil union and a mlU'riage.
They are not the same thing, yet
they arc often confused to be.
Legislation that would recognize
these unions in a legal fashion miaht
be worthwhile, but not if they ink1'ld
to define the union as a maniage. A
marriago must always remain the
specia lly recoanized union between
one num and one \YQInan.
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Communication needed in Israel
By 8gbo!! Moye

stomping" _listening '" f"""", Middle
East envoy Dennis Ross spew out the predictable view of most ~
Ross, howevcr, did neg;>tiale the '95
Intcrim Agr=nent and the '97 Hebron
AcronI, but look \Were thai has gotten
Palestine and Israel? A quick re<ap of
recent Middle East evcnlS includes:
- Israel's air attack into Syria. the first
auack ofirs kim since the armistice agreement of 1973.
- Sharon saying his comtty has the
right to attack anywhere, after a recall suicide bombing
- Israeli military releasing awroximalely 20 fighre.- pilols thai piliIicly c0ndemned the use of such military might on
the oppression of the PaIe;tinian poopIe.
- The oh-so-civil display of the Israeli
miIietty when they recently demolished
120 homes searching for tunnels, subseqUOltly crea!ing a nice home~ Iifustyle
roc some 300 innoo:nt fivnilies, acconiing
to the United Nations.
But one of the biggest current highlights
of the MiddJe East is the COOSIarJ[ rhetoric
about removing Vasser AnIfiot. Removing
AIafut will ortIy llI1Ieash more hatred and
violerx:e upQfl ttrir soi~ and the soil that
they oocupy with nUght and tw.
And finally, one recert event has taken
place on our !ilOil.
Unfortunately, we recently Jet a few
Israe~ dipIomaIs inu> America so they
cooId coo: again panhandle fur funds, like
they were located at a stoplight in

cities aOO toWnS to condu:t tusirus. And
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this, for a holiday they couldn't care less
-..
attacks
neighboring

Chris Coates
Edltor-In-Chlef

curfew and not allO"oVed to move between

(U-WIRE) OXFORD, Miss.- I've
decided to do a bit ofMkklle East "ranper

Memp,is.
Last month, the Israeli cabinet
awoved the continued construction of a
fence sunoonding the West Bank because
like with so many humans, Israel finds it
easier to bWld barriers than to conunwUcale an<! solve problems and issues. They
made a meager anempt '" appease the
United States, particularly the harsh aitic
U.S. Secretary ofSta!e Colin Powel, whiIe
begging fur more money by proposing
gaps in the fence. In response. P~ll JXOposed deducting this from Israel's
"allowance" it gets from its daddy country.
They got a bit more backing when we
n::cently vetoed a Security ComciJ resoIu-

tion condemrUng the barrier. rf Olr illustrious administration financially suppo!1S this
tactic, I personally am going to Stlrt sending checi<s '" AIafut '" spend howevcr i>e
sodesir'es.
Hop::fully, it will be on the local
"Hl.UTIaf1e" Society, or on RPGs. 1he
PaIestiruans have b= corralled like canJe,
unable to venture Olt ~ given permission by Israeli forces.
They aren't yoor pelS, because pets are
treated with more respect. During the Day
of AIOflC:tllent, the wrolc country was shut
down, and Palestinians were given a strict

With
on
COlIltries
and the proposal to remove Ararat, Israel
itself will be solely responsible for fue ling
hatred and fear throughout the M;ddlc
East. Building such a structure will only
act 1ti a billboard to advertise their unwillingness to trust and conununicate with
those they imprison The one thing about
fear and haired is that the emotions won't
subside over time---they will on1y esca\ale.
Hatred and fear don't suJ:x.;ide bocause
one JllftY has finished acting and has c0nveniently decided that the situation has
been resolved on their part No, the other
party will boil and steam until they decide
the opportune time has come to react.
And the funny thing about retaliation
and retribution is that it can come 50 y~
from now, or in this ~, the haired can
fuel it 'til generations from now,1ti long a<;
the walls and barriers to communication
exis.. The only sure way to prevent or mitigate such vengeance is to take the time
and energy to sit down, attempl: to respect
and mdernand each "",,,,'s vX:wpoint and
conununicate for a diplomatic solution.
Although this scenario of communication may seem far fetched and 1.lI'13CCeptable to one side of the fight, it must be
known that it is the on1y way for each side
and individual '" find the peace thai they
search for and wish for in their lives. But
then again, this scemrio can be extrnpoIatcd to any real wo1d scenario.
Take I1OIe, or live a long and paranoid
life.

Yes, in the past, Rush Limbaugh
has decried drug use and abuse on his
bluntly conservative show, mocking
PreSIdent Bill Clinton for not inhaling
and often making the case that drug
punishment.
crimes
deserve
[Chronicle, "Hard Luck, bad choices
on Limbaugh's account." Oct. 13).
"Drug use, some might say, is
destroying this country. And we have
'laws against selling drugs, pushing
drugs, using drugs, importing drugs.
... And so if people are violating the
law by doing drugs, they oUght to be
accused and they oUght to be convicted and they ought to be sent
up,"Limbaugh said on his short-lived
television show ("Rush Limbaugh :
The Television Show] on Oct. 5,
1995.
During the same shO;N, he commented that the statistics that show

blacks go to prison more often than
whites for the same drug offenses
only illustrate that "too many whites
are getting away with drug use."
However, hypocrite or idiot, Rush
Limbaugh should not face incarceration or otherwise be punished for
what he chose to put into his own
body. Neither should any other
American, regardless of class, age or
race.
Freedom of body and mind, our
very own, is not a right to be given or
taken away by any authority, private
or governmental.

-Louis Silverstein, professor

Liberal Education

Library strives to meet
student needs
Thank you for your coverage of,

and interest in, the library (Chronicle,
"Wi-Fi? Why not?" Sept. 29].
Regarding library hours, this is
what I have to share. My staff and I
do want to extend library hours and
are currently working through all of
our options. Because the library has
multiple service points (circulation,
reference, periodicals, audio/visual,
etc.), and five floors, we've got to
think this. through clearly, in tenos of
staff, security and budget. When we
open the library up for more hours,
there have to be people there to help
you.
What we would like to do is offer
extended hours during finals and
other peak times as early as this
semester; in the spring semester we
would like to extend our evening
hours.
In our longer-range servie<: plan,
we will certainly examine Sunday
hours. The library will continue to
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adapt and grow so that we meet the
changing needs of our students. It's
the right thing to do.
We'll be putting together some
focus groups to figure out what kind
of extended hours would work best
and what services might be required
on weekends and later in the
evenings. We also have what we call
"gate count" figures, which are,
essentially, how many bodies pass in
and out of the library at certain hours.
This wi ll also help us detenoine when
we need to be open.
So we'll keep working at it. My
goal is to have a reasonable plan by
the beginning of November. We'll
share that plan with you. t also am
available to answer any questions you
might have.

Jo Cates
Library Director

~

Face the public: The Chronicle photo poll
Question: What do you think: of Columbia's 2005 schedule change?
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" J've wanted that."
-AiJ.ba Smith, 20
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later."

" It's about time we got on a
nonnal schedule ."

"To tell the truth, I think it's
B.S."
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The Writing Center of Columbia provides a comfortable and
collaborative environment for writers of all majors. genres
and abilities. Writers work closely with Writing Consultants
from various concentrations and backgrounds to develop
each stage and element of the writing process.

• Master:~ Theses
• Cover Letters & Riisu mes
• Essays
• Scholarships
• Advet1ising Copy
• ScreenUJriting
• Treatments
• Creatiue Non-Fiction
• Fiction Writing
• Poetry
• journalism

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thesis Formation
Idea Development
OrganizCltion
Detail
Research
Paraphrasirlg
Punctuation
Grammar
Sentence Structure
Documentation
,<:. Format

Columbia College CWcago Writing Center
. 3 East Congress. Chicago. IL
Suite 100

~
~

312.344.8).90
writingcc'lltct;@COl"u~¥dU

SPEND A YEAR IN JAPAN!!!
Be a cultural Ambassador through the lET PROGRAM
Uapan Exchange & Teaching Program)

Teach EngfuhIWork in International Relations
Qualification.'

• Have cxcdJent knowledse and wage of Engli.b
• Have a desire (0 live in Japan
• U.S. GtiunWp
e" Have at leut a 8ac.bdor', degree by July I, 2004 ·

Th. lET P"""", Pqn1dca·
• One year contracb with annual ,upend of 13.600,000
(opp<Vrim"dy $30.000)

• Round trip air tratu:portation
• Orientation and tninin, program.
• Many olhen!

London ........ _..... S340
Paris .. .......... .... S418
Rio de Janeiro_.. S611
New York .... . _.. _.. S218
Denver .... .. _....... S245

FOR FUKIllER INFORMATION. CONTACT IMMEDIATELY,
1-800-INFO-JET
-orOn-line at www. W'.em~japan . go.;p

Consulate General of Japan, JET Program
91 1 Main Suo.., Suite 1800
Kan... City. MO 64105
(816) 471-0111 at 105
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OP APPLICATION IS DECEMBER S. 2003
Td;II6.-471~IIIc:u.l0'

Fu:1I'-47l-4Z••

JETE.-mall: ;ec....~CIOaI

GiNA-'s CUISIN~

Lf'lLf s. Wa\?asn,

HELLO
1.1Y N?I:~ IS

~1'l.'7'7Lf.l'lI'7

We Offer: Homemade 1/2 Pound
Burgers, Submarines, Turkey Burgers,
Salads, Italian Beef, Soups, Hot Dogs,
Croissiants, Gyros, chili Cheese Fries,
Chicken Gyros and many more items.

We ~ Ct"edii; ca-d~

O#,eI"tng OV.r 00 brands of bNf'\I
The ~Ib bur~1 In ChlaCJ90l WGr'ld f'amous chican wingll
. Wabah llour fallOrlw IpOI'bl .wnbl on 01.1"' 70· TVI

701 8. 8TATE 8TREET AT BALBO • 312-427- 2787
ap.n law houri 7 doI,Il a ........ 8\Jn-Frl bill ..AM· 8ab bill 15 AM
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For a few hours on a curiously temperate
autumn morning, the streets were brushed
clear. There were no buses on Broadway
Avenue, no delivery trucks on the inner drive or
taxicabs in Chinatown . Instead, Chicago's
roads and boulevards belonged to the runners
of the LaSalle Bank Chicago Marathon.
For some, the issued numbers weren 't good
enough- they had to be recognized by name.
So, they ironed letters to their T-shirts or
scrawled their names with magic markers.
And judging from the reaction, the onlookers were paying attention. They screamed and
rallied for every self-publicized runner, jogger,
sprinter and walker, no matter the pace. And
when the 40,000 runners were gone and their
discarded cups swept up, the cars returnedreducing the one time packed racecourse to
just another 26.2 miles of city streets.

-Chris Coates

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~O~c~to~ber 20, 2003
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you
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o Nashville-based artist shifts focus from children's
paintings to a "dangling bordello 0"[ unmentionables"
By POdl Dadayan
1J,EE6U

that I know of.
With names like "Suzy Lane,"
"Bettie," "Mona" and "Blanche,"
each of the lamps have a distinct
personality and afC named after an
inspirational woman Butler knew
when she was growing up.
"The first one I sold, 'Lula Bell,'
was this lady that used to live next
door to us. She was 9S and had
a shot of Jack Daniel 's every
night before she went to
bed," Butler said.
"It's just so much
fun to think of a
name," she said.
"When
you
name a painting and
title your work, for
some reason, the joke
makes it a little bit more tangib le. makes it a little . more
rea1."
Each of the "girls" weigh less
than two pounds and come with a
match ing satin hanger.
The Tramp Lamps are created
from undergarments, lingerie and
other materials that Butler buys
from thrift stores· and antique
shops.
"These are by no means
lamps to read by. These
aren't lamps that are
goi ng to signifi·
cantly brighten
your room.
"It's not made
to light a room; it's
an art piece," Butler
said.
Working with a solution
she c reated to make
curves for the lamps, But ler said
.that the only limitation she has is
worki ng with garments that have
sleeves.
"I like that openness. It's a lot
more labor, j ust that extra bit of
II

It's always nice to have a
tramp at home to show ofT
when company comes

it's
in
the dining
room, living
room or bedroom- with the
right light for her
undergarments. she'll
make the perfect finishing
touch to any home decor.
Seven weeks ago, Kelly
Butler, 29, an artist fro m
Nashville, Tenn ., began making
Tramp Lamps, decorative iIIumina·
tions with a "girlish figure ."
Depending on each individual's
order, the lamps come dressed in
outfits such as a flowered bathing
suit, lacy dress, Jeopard pri nt
spandex, girdle, camisole, floral print vintage sundress or
C9rset.
" I was going to call
them'bra lamps,' but
that was just kind
of
limiting.
I'm down
with the
who I e
rhyming
scheme, and it
jusrflew out of my
mouth," Butler to ld
the Chronic le.
As the head painter of
Kiss My Feet Co. for almost
three years, Butler's job is to
hand paints designs on Dr. SchoU's
sandals.
She says her home art stud io,
which was once the place where
she worked on c hildren's
paintings
of
frogs,
giraffes, hippos and
other animals, has
now become the
place for "a dangli ng
bordello of unmention.
abIes."
"I've always made lamps
out of strange things like jelly
jars and things that wou ld
require a low wattage like ' a
nightlight," Butler said . "I don't
know exactly why I chose underwear but from the research that I
did, ~obody else was making It

__T HIS WEE K

cloth," Butl er said. " I' m
try ing to keep a good cost
10 the costumer. And as
o f right now, sleeves
are a litt le more time
consum ing."
The size of the
wattage fo r the
Tramp Lamps
ranges from
a seve n.
watt bulb
to a 25.

'd

Ir't~~

fabriC IS too
transparent the la
reqU lfts a lowe; wattage;:::

Kelly Butler (above) recently began making illumination pieces with 'girlish' figures and
art pieces can be used to complement any room in the house.
if the fab ric is durable like a girdle or
a bathing suit, then a 25·wan bulb
can be used.
Anything over 2S·watts wi ll
probably be too bright.
"What I've stressed is
to pretty much obey
what wattage is given
fo r each piece.
What
I'm also trying to encour·
age is f~r pe~p le to experi·
ment with different wattage
lower or equal to 25," Butler said
According to the instructions on
thhe Tram P Lamb hwebslteld' "do hnot
c eat on her or s e cou get Ol,

• ii

destroy ing the guarantee
of the product."
Tramp
Lamps
range in price from
S I 00 to S 145,
depending on
the cost of
shipping
and if
pco·
p i e
In

_

the ir own gar·
'~wentbs h
I
It I e supp y

{.
and the labor and whatnot, I~ve ,
fou nd that these were pretty gool
prices, and so far, people haven',
had any problcm with what I'm
charging," Butler said .
'" want to make a lamp that I
would buy, that my income could
atTord. And that's what I' m trying tel
accompli sh with the prices. "
But ler is currently worki,ng on
add ing the "souls" of purf~~~
designs to the archives secljo'n '.¢.j
the website, with the words "So~
these ladies have been spokcl\,for."

For m~r.e information on !rami!'
Lamps, VISIt www. tramplamp~rum

In arls & enterlalnmen

Sun 10/ 26

Friday 10/ 24

Disgruntled employee.

Charlie Wtener
8:30 p.m.

8 p.m.
Antheneaum Theatre
2,936 N. Southport Ave.
Eric James photograph.
9 a.m. ' 6 p.m.
l ittle Known Gallery
61 " W. Monroe St.
Hiroshi Sugimoto: Sea of

Zanies Comedy Nile

Club
1548 N. Wells St.
Alejo Poveda
7 p.m.

Andy's Jazz Club
11 e. Hubbard St.

Buddha
10 a.m. • " p.m.
Oavid and Alfred Smart
Museum of Art
55SO S. Greenwood Ave.

·Cuttings·

3p.rn

Stage left Theatre
3408 N. Sheffield Ave.

le Comedie du Bicydette

Domestic cans $2
Cans bar and canteen
1&40 N. Oamen Ave.

8 p.m.

lakeshore Theater
Hazing Kate
10 p.m.
Beat Kitchen
2100 W. Belmont Ave.

3175 N. Broadway Ave.
1--cent glasses house wine

Carlu<ci
6111 N. River Road
Rosemont

OmayraAmaya
8 p.m.
TheVl3duCl
3111 N. WestemAve.

8p.rn.
HotHouse
31 E Balbo Onve
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Send in the clowns

By Kat Gresey

o

Perfonners go 'Kapoot' at the Loop Theater on Randolph

ME Assistant Editor

"T

he greatest side IS crili·
cal when digging on
my concept. Rhythms
keep on building like smoke,
gOlcha running from the law,"
For those that might not
remember where these ly rics are
from, lei me remind you. They
are from " Pollution," the second
track off Limp Bizkit's rockin'
debut album, Three Dollar Bill
Y'aflS,

and early with my friends to see
the band, Limp BiOOt. I had just
seen them for the first time that
year, and I thought their style
was wicked. Three Dollar Bill
Y 'allS had become a part of my
life.
Among the first to arrive at
the scene, donned in winter gear
with my friends, we waited for
the line to grow, and it did . I
would say that in the two or
Descending from rap·rock three hours we froze outside, the
icon to has·been front man, the line grew to a whopping 25 peo32-year-old Fred Durst is runple. I couldn' t believe it.
ning from the law (along with
Once we got in, we not only
the rest of the band).
met the band, but we got to talk
A c lass-action lawsuit was to them, take pictures with them
filed earlier this month by 172 and hang around .
.
fans who had big problems with
Durst tal~d abOut _ hOw
Limp Bizkitts 17-minute set at Chicago rockf'ci 'and how . the JSummer Sanitarium Tour Chicago ladies were awesOme .
headlined by Metallica.
They signed the pictures I had
Apparently. I?t.urst got angered of them at Rockstock. I left
by some hecklmg fans, yelled stoked, loving the band more
back at the crowd, :md s!li(f' (in than ever.
so many words) that Chicago
On the way home, I inspected
sucked a nd stormed off stage.
the pictures. Over the tiny headr jIlust say I gpt a big kick out banging image clutching a
of hearing ' aboOt Durst's melt- microphone, Dursl had written
down fro m my friends wbo went "Fred sux." t thought it was kind
to the show, just because of the of funny and sarcastic.
pure absurdity. ~
,
Now, I look at it differently.
You have thishotshot millionI wonder if the Durst I met
~Jlire'r<tCk star ort stage, who has was real, if he really meant anybuift himself up from nothing,
thing he said, or if he was just
and he freaks oOt because some frontin' tu get the love of a few
punk kids booed him.
more fans .
Did he even think a.bout the
I saw Durst again at the
other fans- those who paid S75
Aragon Ballroom a few years
(n"ot to the rrlcntion service
later.
charges) to see- him perfonn?
At one point during the show,
Did he care about the 172 kids he climbed onto the balcony and
who actua lly expected a Limp sang with his fans .
Bizkit show?
Someone took his hat, and he
" ' -{jon't think la.
started swearing, grabbing at the
And on the flip side, did he air desperately to get his
realjze his first die-hard fans felt
beloved possession back.
compel/cd to get hjm off the
I'm not sure ifhe ever did, but
stage, not ~cause he complete- when he brushed past me on his
ly sucks as a i mus ician, but way toward the safety of the
because h~ sold out, then started stage I could tell he was pissed.
making crap music .::nd is now a Maybe he thought he could hang
media whore? ;
with the fans at the show the
Again, t don't think so, same way he did at the record
because Durst has made it to the shop.
other s ide.
Just maybe they wouldn't be
He's on the A-list now. He 's so audacious as to take his
on "TRL" with Carson Daly.
belongings during an unbelievHe's getting freaky with Britney able, uncontrollable moment
Spears. H~'s mackin ' it with and then not give them back.
Halle Bani in his newest music Maybe he thought fans owed
him at least that.
,
video. ,
Why would he care about
Which is exactly why I
some piss-poor, ordinary look- believe Limp Bizkit owes those
ing fans? Something he had to
172 fans the S25 for the shortdo when he wasn't "rollin,'
ened show. They expected to see
rollin,' rollin '" in dough.
a band perform, and unlike the
It's no wonder why Wes
issue with the recent Creed law80rland left the band. Imagine suit, these fans didn't even see a
having to leave a band that was
full set.
super successful around the
And if Durst and his crew can
blow off a set at a show because
g lobe beca!JSe the very music
that made it big was put on the they have enough fame and
back burner. That great music money to back themselves up,
fine, but at least give something
that pushed the band into stardom becarile the very thing that back to the fan s who cared
enough
to show up in the first
brought it down. At least in the
eyes of its true fans.
place. IfI had been there,l know
I met Durst more than five I'd be one of them, and I'd at
years ago. He and the band did a least have g iven the band a
tneet and greet at Rolling Stones chance.
Because if you asked me
Records in Norridge, III.
Having waited hours in line to today if I like limp Bizkit, I
would
say, " Yeah, I used to."
meet Kom there the year before,
I ma~ sure to show up bright

PeffOnners from Lid Productions Inc, entertain audiences with their off-beat comedy show,
volunteers from the crowd and touches on an emotional level. "If I'm
, mean to one of the other clowns,"
Griffiths said, "you feel bad for him."
They aren't just everyday clowns,
The clovms aren't the everyday, tieand this isn't a traditional comedy. a-balloon-animal-and-make-some
The Lid Productions Inc. comedy trio kids-Iaugh-at-a-birthday-party clovm.
Kapoot-which opens Friday Oct 24 at Rather, they are mime like and blend
the Loop Theater, 8 E. Randolph St.,- Native American with European
features the clowns highlighting and clovming styles to make modem day
acting out some of life's absurdities.
satire.
"We had to bring out qualities that
"We're not talking hamburgers,"
are inherent in the human race," said Griffiths said.
Dan Griffiths, the creator and one of .
Griffiths explained that Native
the clowns of Kapoot. Griffiths American tribes, such as the Hopi,
explained that people do crazy things used clowns as the police. If a tribal
and that they interact in a very unique
member did something wrong, the
way, because that's what this comedy cloWns would be called and publicly
is all about.
expose the wrong-doer through their
"We want people to see what pe0- perfonnance.
ple are like," Griffiths said.
Kapoot was officially launched in
Kapoot features three clowns who
1999 and has toured heavily for the
interact with each other on stage,
past four years. The first performance
touching on various aspects of human was in Chicago at the Straw Dog
nature and relationships. Griffiths Theatre.'
said the relationship hierarchy is simThe comedy troupe has since sold
ilar to that of characters in the show out at universities, schools, festivals
"Seinfeld." There's a high, middle and big city theaters all across the
and eccentric character. One clown is country. Griffiths said that by spring
a real go-getter, another is passive- of2004, Kapoot would be taken overaggressive and the third is an eccen- seas as well.
tric Kramer-like character.
Each of the three clowns in Kapoot
The one-hour and 25-minute per- are graduates from the School of
formance feeds off the audience to Mime Theatre in Gambier, Ohio, and
make the show successful. It uses
have an extensive background in
Bv Adam K Zakroczvm.kl III

SIaI!_

clowning. Griffiths even teaches a
physical clowning workshop at
Columbia once a year.
Lid Productions, which is Griffiths'
nonprofit organization, is devoted to
bringing productions such as Kapoot
to audiences around the world. The
growing company's miss ion statement is to expand "the education and
development of innovative theatrical
artists."
The comedy is about what is happening right now said Griffiths.
"Anytime we are abstract humans, we
are clowns," he said.
Even though the clowns are like
mimes, Kapoot is not a silent perfonnance. "We don't speak English,"
Griffiths said. "We speak gibberish."
"It's a full evening of theater,"
Griffiths said. "Come to the show.
Laugh 'til you pee your pants," he
said.
KapoQI will perform 01 the Loop
Theatre, 8 E Randolph St., from Oct.
25 through Nov. 15. Student admissian is $10 and general admission
licke(s ore $15. Each performance
begins at 8p. m. andrunsfor about on
hour and 25 minutes with no intermission. Tickets can be purchased by
calUng the Loop Theater box office at
(312) 744-5667 or online or
www.ticketweb.com .

Good
'Vibrations'
o

Six artists featured in experimental sound exhibit at Columbia

By Jamie Murnane

Still Wriiii
"New Vibrations," the latest exhibit
sponsored by Columbia's Art and
Design Department, features six
Chicago artists who specialize in creating sound art.
When Jennifer Murray, the director
of the II th Street Gallery, in the 11 th
Street Campus building, 72 E. II th St.,
solicited exhibition proposals, curator
Thomas Plwn had just the idea As he is
very familiar with working with sound
in an installation context, Plum felt that
''the srudent community at Columbia
might be interested in learning about
how a selection of Chicago artists
approach sound as a creative medium."
And so began the "New Vibrations"
exhibit
According to Jeff Abell, who has
been teaching sound classes at
Colwnbia for the past 22 years, sound
art should not be confused with music.
On Oct 13, Abell led a lecture on the
topic: "'Sound Art: Just Don't Call it

Music."
"If music were less rigid as a disci-

pline, we probably wouldn't need the

tenn sound art, ~ause people who
wanted to make objects that produce
sound, or who create sound installations, would just call what they do
music and be done with it," Abell said.
"Since that 's not the case, sound art is
usual ly used by peopJe who don' t necessari ly have a music background making work that involves sound, which
mayor may not be musical in nature."
In the early 19605, when John Cage
was doing things like attaching a contact microphone to his throat and drinking a glass of water, he called it music,
but nobody else did.
''Now, people interested in those
kinds of sonic experiments often just
call what they do sound art to avoid the
whole rejection thing, you know?"
Abell said.
Of the six artists involved in the
exhibit, filmmaker Deborah Stratman's
work goes far beyond the gallery walls
and into the world of telecommunica-

tions.
Stratman's piece, "Fear," involves a
retro telephone and business cards with
an 800 number on one side, and a
description of fear on the other.

Viewers are encouraged to call the
number and leave a message telling
what they fear most.
Stratman has also placed the cards at
phone booths all over the city.
"I am hoping that by using booth
locations around Chicago, I' ll get a
m.ore varied response. For some time
now, I have been trying to do work that
utilizes pre-existent systems of dissemination," Stratman said. " You come to
make a phone call, but find the card,
and then participate in this fear survey.
An accidental encounter becomes collaboration."
The other pieces in the installation
include everything from vibrating
strings to various portable CD players
echoing bird calls.
In his 1913 manifesto "The Art of
Noise," Luigi Russolo predicted that
ordinary sounds would be the music of
the future. ''New Vibrations" makes
that notion seem even more possible.
"New Vibrations" can be seen and
heard at the 11th Street Gallery, 72 E.
1lth 51., Ihrough Nov. 8. GaJJery hours
are 'Tuesday through Saturriuy from II
a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Panel discusses diversity in media
By Matthew Jaster
A&E Editor
How has the black film industry
changed in the last 25 years? What
obstacles have black actors and filmmakers overcome to gel where they
arc today? With the 25th anniversary
celebration of the Black Filmmakers
Foundation, Depaul Univers ity and
Sho\.Ytimc sponsored a panel to discuss these questions.
"The State of Black Filmmaking"
was held on Oct. II at the Depaul
University Student Cenler, 2250 N.
Sheffield Ave.
Dr. Kimberly Moffitt, assistantpro fcsso rof Communi cations at
Depau l, /Vodcratcd the event that fcatured four prominent AfricanAmericans involved in acting, producing and directing.
"We have a wonderful opportunity
today because of the indi viduals we
have with us," Moffitt said.
Broadway and film star, Shery l
Lee Ralph began by discussing some
earl y hi story in Hollywood as a black
entertai ner.
"There was a sce ne in Stormy
Wea/her where Lena Horne was tak·
ing a bubble bath. Some people in
Hollywood thought the scene had to
be cut. At some point in this industry.
you were cut and edited out of the
picture," Ralph said. "1 am now in the
picture."
The
Independent
African·
American film movement began as
far back as 1915 as a direct response
to the controversial images present in
Birth of a Nation. The seeds were
planted for an incredible arti stic journey. one that continues today.
Mel Jack son, an actor first discov·
ered on a bus in Chicago, talked
about growing up with "The

Jeffersons" and "The Cosby Show,";
a time when African·~merieans were
start ing to get prominent roles on tel·
evision.
"It's amazing how powerful those
images arc on screen," Jackson said.
"We arc living in a different time with
di fferen t opportunities."
Delvin Molden, a Columbia film
graduate, commented on the prob·
lems that still exi st in Hollywood
today.
" It 's a business," Molden said .
"Who can we put on the box art to
sell the fil m?" He discussed the pit·
falls of dealing with producers in
Hollywood. "What rapper is going to
be in the movie? What hip· hop songs
arc on the soundtrack?"
According to Molden, these arc the
kinds of questions being asked.
" It 's a three·ring circus. Has our
image really changed or arc we using
that to be a value in the market?"
Molden said.
The most important aspect of the
panel discussion was the problems
with distribution. Many felt that get·
ting unique and exciting stories to the
big screen is difficult because
Ho llywood is on ly interested in mak·
ing certain film s.
Sacha Parisot knows a linle bit
about dealing with di stribution. Skin
Deep, his feature film debut, ran at
this year's Ch icago Internationa l
Fil m Festival.
Pari sot had several meetings with
Hollywood executives about his fi lm.
They were on ly interested in big
names and high concept stories. As a
result, many balked at the opportunity to release the film .
"They called it a smart film , and
di stributors aren' t interested in smart
film s," Parisot said. " If I had Denzel
(Washington] in the movie, I would·

Writer/Director Spike Lee established himself as an African American filmmaker in the early '90s.
n' t be talking to you right now."
By the 199Os, African·Americans
were establishi ng themselves in the
fi lm com munity. Filmmakers like
Spi ke Lee, John Si ngleton and Mario
Van Peebles had carved out success·
ful careers .
The industry, however, was sti ll
not interested in African·American
independent film s.
Ralph stressed the importance of
deciphering between the two worlds
in Tinse ltown.
"In Hollyw09d, you make inde-

pendent film s or move to the next steps to get more positive exposure to
level ," she said . "Everybody has . the black filmmak ing community.
their own playground, and you have Jackson and Molden both have pro·
to know how they play ball in their duction companies.
playground."
The Jamerican Film and Mus ic
Jackson was adamant about taking Fest ival was created by Ralph.
control of one's own career. He comPari sot left hi s computer sc ience
pared independent fi lmmaking to rap- career to direct feature film s.
pers trying to get a record deal.
Moffitt was pleased wi th the event.
" If Hollywood keeps c losing "The di scussion was fruitfu l," Moffitt
doors, you've got to street hustle.
sa id . " I wou ld havc liked to hear
You've got to go out there and get it more about the variety of organiza·
done yourself."
tions out there, but overall it was a
Each panelist has taken different success."

NOW SHOWING! l~~!~T ~lm~EU .~,~~~!~~
FOI llClns CALL IOO/ 555· TEn

-(OLUMBIA (HRONICLI
___ LY FUNNY!"
HOLMES, PATRICIA CLARKSON
OUVER PLATT ARE ALL TERRIFIC!"
-1t\H IIl2DI

PSlPI.E

Stop by the
Columbia Chronicle office 621 S. Wabash Ave.
Room 205 • Chicago
Tuesda" October 21 ST, to pick up a complimentar, pass
10 a special screeninl of "Pieces of April" on Thursda" October 2SRD.
One pass per person. No purchase necessary. Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies,
and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible.
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Twisted Sister anthem Author gallops
..
Ah-nold toward setting sun
By Nicki BrayUleUe
StailWrier
What do you do after graduation?

This is the very issue at the core of
Tom Groneberg's first memoir The
Secret Life of CowboyJ'. As you can
probably surmise from the title,
Groneberg did not take the route traveled by most English degree holders.
In this belated version of the traditional coming-of-age tale, Groneberg,
after receiving his degree from the
University of Illinois, picks up and
heads west. His mind is filled with
dreamy notions of the modem cowboy
that he hopes to become: stoic, wise,
practical, and abOve all, at peace with

himself and the land.
Upon arriving in Colorado, he finds
work guiding horseback tours •.though

it is not as glamorous as he expected.
"I learn about horses by shoveling
manure into a wheelbarrow," he writes

bitterly.

Arnold Schwarzenegger (left) shakes hands with Dee Snider (right) at political rally.
By Nokes. Numb! Moody

AssociaIed Press
NEW YORK (APr-Twisted Sister
frontman Dee Snider, whose "We're
Not Genna Take It" was the anthem
for Arnold Schwarzenegger's cam·
paign, says the actor-turned-politician
actually inspired that hit 1984 record.
The heavy-metal star on1y met the
would-be California's governor elect
for the first time on SWlday, when
they appeared together at a rally. But
Snider's been a fan for decades.
Twisted Sister's 1984 best-selling
album, Slay Hungry, was inspired by K
Schwarzenegger book Snider read in
the early 1980s. Schwarzenegger also
sta.rred in a 1976 movie with the same
title.
"It motivated me," Snider said
Monday, "J dedicated the song on the

album to him."
After the album sold millions, the"
group sent Schwarzenegger a commemorative plaque.
So when Schwarzenegger's campaign contacted Snider for pennission
to use "We're Not Gonna Take It,"
Snider, who wrote the tune, didn't
hesitate to say yes.
"I told them. 'I friggin love it, ... he
said.
Snider was unfazed by the recent
sexual misconduct cha.rges swirling
around Schwarzenegger.
"He was a movie star, for God's
sake!" Snider said in a phone interview with The Associated Press, in
between promotional stops for his
new Halloween record, Oculus

lnjemum.
"TIle fact is, men are dogs," he said.
"Jf we took all the dogs out of jobs of

importance, we'd have a lot of empty
offices,"
The Terminator actor, who is
California's governor-elect, has been
accused by more than a dozen women
in incidents between the early 1970s

until 2000.
Schwarzenegger has denied some
incidents, but has admitted inappropriate behavior and has offered a general apology.
Whi le Snider did not condone such
behavior, he said it wasn't very surprising. especially for Hollywood.
He said that he ran into a
Republican woman during a campaign stop with Schwarzenegger, and
she told him: "'n the '70s, if I wasn't
groped, I was offended'"
Snider
said
Schwarzenegger
remains an inspiration, and called the
governor elect incredibly gracious.

" NO AMOUNT OF

Disappointed, he flees back to the
safety of college and briefly attends a
graduate writing program in Montana.
Again, he quickJy ditches the program,
but decides to stick it out with the
state.
He convinces his new wife to move
into a cabin without plumbing and is
hired on at a local ranch. Soon enough,
he wants his own property, his own
cattle. In short. he wants to be his own

boss.
However, as Groneberg states,
"There is a saying, 'The only way to
get a ranch is through the womb, the
tomb, or the altar....
Apparently. he left out a fourth
option: through one's parents.
Groneberg's mother and father ultimately drive down in their mobile
home and purchase their son a large
ranch,
some
cattle
and
the
equipment needed to get things nUlning.

Underlying a plot that is seemingly
lacking in conflict, sits the inner turmoil suffered by Groneberg as he tries
to find his place in the world.
Not quite a student and not quite a
cowboy, Groneberg goes to great
lengths in an attempt to prove himself.
At one point, he decides to undertake
the dangerous feat of attending sadd le
bronc training and finds himself to be
the oldest and least experienced person
present. He is thrown off the horse
after one buck and shamefully heads
home early.
The prose in this book is as simple
and sparse as the landscape of
Montana itself. On every page there is
a poetic realization. About ranch life,
he discovers, "Every day is a day and
a half," and "It is a place that is held
together by its distance from things"words that correspond not just to the
land, but to Groneberg himself.
The description of the day-to-day
ranch routines sometimes detracts
from any emotional involvement one
might have in the story. There is little
attention paid to the development of
other characters, We Icnow them not by
face or gesture, but merely by the
idioms Groneberg attributes to them.
Still, these sayings are full of insight.
One of Groneberg's bosses once tells
him, "You are only as smart as. your
last wreck,'"
By this measure, Tom Gronebetg
may very well be considered a genius
by the end of the book. SometimeS' tee~
tering on self-indulgence, this' memoir
is nothing if nOI heartfelt and sinC6:.
"The: west is everything we want to
be: It is our potential for love and success, it is possibility and imagination .
And the fence that defines the boundaries contains us, keeps us from getting lost in all of that possibility, saves
us from straying too far from ourselves."
P
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Columbia pair produce singular style
By Kat Gresey
_ A &EEdiIa
A late '80s Ludwig drum kit
loaded with stickers rocks the beat.
An Ibanez semi-hollow Artstar
backed by solid vocals controls thl!
melody. Mix up The Clash and The
suokes, sprinkle it with some Hot
Hot Heat, add a dash of The
Ramones, and you get The Its.
Started less than a year ago, The Its
is a two-man band searching for a
spot in an overpopulated music
scene.
" There
are a lot of
h' ago
bands coming at you,"
s aid
si nger/gui tarist Maciej
Pa dowsk i.
"It's kind of
hard to separate yourself
and to find the
bands yo~ want to play with."
And Padowski would know. He 's
been in .numerous bands. He and
drummer Pat Fraser came together
after stints with other bands, many of
which were dead ends.
Fraser recall s that people wouldn' t
come to his last band 's concert:;
because of an argumentative singer.
"The singer clashed," Fraser said,
"and people wouldn't-come because
offitJ ... I said, 'forget it.'"
Padowski thought he could scrape
up the pieces of his old band after his
drummer left but decided against it.
He said ~e wanted to get away from
the slackers and weak. musicians that
often ' plagued . his musical ventures
and "start fresh."
Th-,~ ]1 'breakup coincided with
F~~er's most recent musical miss.
The nine-year friends joined fo rces
believing they had compatible musi-

the side, settled on a name and began
putting together songs.
Fraser, who has played drums for
12 years, drew on his experience with

past bands to create a new musical
style for The hs.
Wanting more personality in his

music, he picked up the beat and
intertwined different styles to come
up with a tasty sound.

Fraser feels his efforts were confirmed at a recent show. "The guy
running the show told me I play·
drums with my own style," he said.

.

~e

ca~!~~~~q\iij.Qd"~' terilpijiarj 'b'a~;'
player who was looking for gigs on

For guitar
and
vocal s,
Padowski
also avoided a "copycat" style.

" I think
my overall
style

comes from everyone I listen to subconsciously," he said.
Their efforts to produce something

original are reflected on their foursong demo.

The lead track, "In Your Pocket,"
is catchy, quick and, as Fraser said,
"There is no screaming out."
'" was inspi red by a friend who
was having problems with hi s girlfriend ," Padowski said of writing the
song in which he replicates a phone
conversation his friend recorded. "ft's
me talking to myself."
The demo was recorded in what
Fraser calls the "full on, entourage
studio" in Padowski's basement.
Using ProTools, they completed the
job in less than two weeks.
Since then, new songs have been
created, giving The Its a IO-song
repertoire.
One of the more outrageous songs
is "More, More, More," which the
tWo "slm~ly t'e'fer to as~ the "dance
song." What makes the song unique,

Photos courtesy of The Its

(Left to right) Columbia students Pat Fraser and Maciej Padowski fuse multiple rock influences in
their band The Its,
accordi ng to Padowski, is the incredible climax at the end.
"Not too many dance songs do that
kind of thing," he said.
Besides tossing tunes together, the
duo is busy doing promo work and
attending classes at Columbia.
A music production and business
major, Padowski recognizes the fact
that getting a band a record deal takes
more than musical talent.
He and Fraser make sure flie rs go
up, their website is up to date and
demos are delivered.
"Any way we can get our name out

there," said Fraser who's got the
band 's sticker stuck to his car. "We
run it like a bus iness, because we
actually want to do somethi ng with
it."
On a recent trip to California, they
heavily promoted themselves. They
passed out CDs on the street, talked
to people and even got a friend to
deliver a demo to Dreamworks.
But just like the melting pot of
local bands out there, The Its need
more time and money to get themse lves where they want to be. They
also need to get a full-time .bassist.

One recent breakthrough fo r the
band was getting their song "No
Reply" played on WZZN-FM's
(94.7) local music showcase.
They plan to perform shows
throughout the year and hope to
record a full- length album next summer.
Check out The Its Oct. 21 at 8:30
p.m. at Wise Fools Pub. 2270 N.
Lincoln Ave. and on Oct. 23 at 8 p.m.
at the Bottom Lounge. 3206 N. Wilton
St. For more information visit
www. Thelts.com.

* girl scout * firelady
* bunny * mouse
. .. acc.ssorl.s
whips' ,uddl,s

ADD 20% OFF
umil11/1
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House Theatre travels
into Western frontier
By Dominick Basta

SIaIIWri..
The trucnled members of House
Thealre of Chicago arc bustling with

anticipation this afternoon. They're
about to enter theater's latest frontier:
the musical Western.
Cast and crew are enthused ' about
the latest read-through of their next
play. "San Valentino and the
Melancholy Kid", It's the fi rst of a
three ycar rock ' n' roll tri logy thai they
hope will take the auspicious theater

company to new heights.
"San Valentino", written by Nathan
Ailen, artistic director of the House

Thealre of Chicago. 4344 N. Bell Ave.,
and directed by Dennis Watkins. is a
sweet homage to the American
Western told through a cast of colorful
characters.
The play features interludes of Icn·
der country-trail rock. and an assortment of dark, mythic archetypes not

seen since the days of Sergio Leone.
This cast reading of "San Valentino"

offers everyone within the production a
chance to give Allen feedback.
He encourages them to be a honest
and open so that he can make any revi·
sions necessary before lhe January
opening.
Phillip C. Klapperich, 25, a
Columbia graduate student in fiction
writing and the executive director of
the House. thinks "the story needs
work. but is coming together nicely."
Allen fields questions from his cast
and crew who inquire about character
motivation and story development.
Some of the cast want to know if the
music...<friven play should cut a few
tunes.

Overall. Allen stays positive and
hears all ideas with consideration and
an open mind.
" I think we create a really safe environment for criticism," Allen said.
"This kind of brainstormin~ and talk·

ing communication strengthens our
connections to help solve any problems
we might have."
"This is great. It's pretty
strong,"A llen said. "Everything's there
and starting to just fall into place."
According to Allen, the play is the
fi rst part of a rock 'n' roll epic, 'The
Valentine Tragedy."
The second pan, which is setin feudal Japan, will debut in 2005, with the
final installment, delving into 1930s
gangland Chicago, arri ving in 2006.
The 18 members of the House
Theatre are a tight-knit family. Over
the past year, scads of praise have been
heaped upon the ensemble. due to the
theater's two hit plays, 'The Terrible
Tragedy or Peter Pan" and the largely
successful "Death and Harry
Houdini,"which recently had its run
extended through Nov. I.
Allen. along with Klapperich,
founded the House Theatre in 1999. He
is pleased with the notoriety and press
attention the little theater has garnered
in the past year.
Both the Chicago Tribune and the
Chicago Sun-Times heralded "Death"
and earmarked the House Theatre as
the ''next big thing."
Other local publications named the
House Theatre Company as the com·
pany to watch.
This may place too much pressure
on the troupe and. especially. on Allen.
"It ·s weird because it seems like
we're being watched very closely right
now," Allen said. "It's great. buL I
mean. most of us are about 25 years
old. We still have a lot to learn. you
know?"
"D~a th and Harry Houdjnj" runs
Thu rsday through Sunday unlil Nov.
/. Tidets an $15 and S /O for SIUd~lIls .
"San Val~ntino and th~
M~ lan ch o ly Kid " op~ns Jan . /5.
For more information, visit
www. th~h ouu th~alr~. com

Bv PpM DadaY'D

AlEEdilir
BriDg on the frie., the baked
Ileana, the biscuits, the fried chl.ktn
and beer.
'
With just one glance at the crispy.
greasy, tasty~looking cover .of
Chick<!.·N·Bur (!lef fam R.conIs),

one could be fooled easlly btlO think·
log that there are some delicious
beats aDd mouth-watering lyrics
waiting 10 be heard.
BUI it seems as though the grease
from the fried chicken got in the way
of making a decent disc,
Atlanta's 'Ludaoris 'is back "ain
with the big hair, the .ly grin. the
nasty l)'Jics, the "F~... everyone" attitude and the no-respect·Cor·Won>OlI
approach,

A

'

But unlike his other three a1b\lllll.
IW>n/ of Mouf, Bock"!or 1M FiTl/
r".., and Golden Grain. his ability
~ put together some punchy.
numchy, catchy rhymes about any.
thing and everything seems 10 bave
gotteD lost somewbere in a scurried
effort to JJU:t out a new album.
"Southern J'ried 1n1t'O," the flBt
track off the golCJen disc made 10
looklike a menu order, is an averageI
•
piece !bat plays into the theme or the
psual lyrical creativity \loci a
disc.
Qi:ldicling sound in this undl\fProd~, uninteresting
W~ a few decent punc:h lmes, ,!,e
In track number eig!1~ "Screwed
oound IS pretty good, but, the lyn... Up' (featllring Ul Flip), Ludaori.
are Car,from anything. ~i.t . ' '"'" about getting high , and then
On 'Blow It Out, Ludaori. toes 80m, around ~ like a Cool ~e
1O,Iake a few lame.tabo,at Fox's Bill • 00t."tracJ<l6,(f~),lsa
o Reilly over the Popsl
' wannabe gangsta track
scandal
. and raps
d
· about
......
r.>'O' ~ wbele bulleta ••
-$Ul'"
ItoYI "I:m the. new
J"';--- ~ ~tN:IW shots are- the theme of
nomenon like whue
the song.
wome"SpinashWlthw~.';...1s .. ''}/ . ,
The 'One i$Supposed.tn be intimi·
-.~ ,
cos In my daling and serious, but the iy\ics are.
Room' (featuring Snoop Don), boring and the song is more hilari.
'1'eamwork", "'!'I "p.Poppin" are all OIlS ~ it is fearsome.
repetition. of the usual ~P!" ~f
lUS1 about the ooly song woith
women/freaky sex! hoes sbaltin, their 'p'onding money on is track No, this bl~od',IibuDl
~~ I? ~ .lubo! ugly hoes In the three, ~ ·Sland Up·" .. (featllliDg~", .Bottnmd.line: Serid:,tllislfijs/lJlbjioJc.~
lIOtif t'cfomln<ed 10 make room for Sbawnna): ~ bell and the baSS,..., 10 the IOtebeD Cor some
beller, boiler hoes.

1
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Street Wear

Every week, the Chronicle brings you
fashion from fellow Columbia students.

Hey, it's a gruesome wOOd out there
we'rejust trying to help you out '
For the w_k of: Get. 20 • Oct. 26

'Aries (March 21-April 19) As the god of war, you
excel in tests of physical strength. and although you are

powerful, your Jove life bas not been looking so good
lately. Dump your significant other this week before

they dwnp you later this month.
T1UruS (April 20-May 20) Thir. week will be complete and total b--... for you. Well, you are a bull,

aren't you?
Gemini (May 21-lune 20) Now you-you are defi-

nitely sexy. And charming. And witty. People do a double take whenever you pass by. You will go on so many
dates in the coming week that you will lose count
Cancer (June 21·July 22) This week. you will constantly feel like a complete fool in everything YOli do.
On. come on now, that's nothing new for you,

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Hmmm ... not much can really be said about Leo· that hasn't been said before.
However, if you wish to begin planning a Halloween
cosrume, please keep in mind that you're scary enough

as it is. Thanks.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) You get along well with
olhers, because you always tty to see the good in everyone. So what the stars. are really trying to Say is that
you're a moron with an IQ ofajalapeno pepper.
Libra (Sept. 23·Oct. 22) You will experience some
unpleasant mood swings tbis week, as always.
Scorpio (Oct. 23·Nov. 21) So, you've tried and tried.
and it just isn't working. This is a great week to just
give it up already. J mean, who C81"tS how much it will
cost you both materialistically and emotionally? •
Sagittarius (Nov. 22·Dec. 21) Your horoscope for
this week is really quite similar to the one from last.
Capricoro (Dec. 22~Jan. 19) Please stop obsessing
over the "one who got away." Move on with your sad
life already.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. IS) You must ignore everything that people teU you this week. They 're jusl trying
to put evil thoughts into your innocent head. When they
talk to you, just look up to the sky.

Name: Lance Curran

Name: Jen Messer
" Ai~:

("isces (Feb. 19·March 20) For God's sake, your
paranoia needs to stop already. You are not being fol-

20 ,,," ....

Age: 19

Major: Film

Major: Audio

Major-: Music

" There are two kiods of people :
my kiod of people aad au-·--s. "

"If you cao't beat tbem, arraoee

". like to be differeot. I dress

to have them beateo."

however I feel."

loY(fd by the KGB! The CIA, maybe.

_____.a_oIiII______"'"

• South Loop Club: Wednesday afternoon
dive bar or Friday night meat market?

• And the lovable losing continues .
• Game Seven: Blame it on the bullpen, the
errors, the fan interference and the curse, but
maybe the Cubbies just lost to a team that wanted
it more.

• With a 25 cent increase, perhaps the eTA
could build a staircase in the subway on the other
side of the Harrison stop on the Red Line.

•

Name: Latoya Robinson

A&:e: 24

• I don'1 sea w hat the big deel is abot the
Red r and Read Streek. t think thair highly
informative nooze sorces.

I swear to God r saw snowflakes yester·

day.
• Happiness equals a good break·up story
after a couple of beers.

• Have you walked the never ending
Harrison stop on the Red Line at seven
o'clock in the morning? It's not pretty.
• With the Cubs down and out, what
exactly is this city supposed to cheer about?

• More energy: Red Bull or the
Chronicle's Lisa Balde?

• Just curious, but is it Columbia Film '
School or Columbia College?
• I'U see any movie with Tim Robbins
and Sean Penn in a heartbeat.
• The burning question: Does Financial
Aid really exist? (Lord knows I haven't seen
any.)
• How soon before we see a sequel to the
California recall election?
-

Quicl( PiCI at the moviel

II Bat Country at its best in 'Las Vegas' ttl
Your OVD collection should start righthei-e. For years, filmmakers tried desperately to transfonn Fear
and Loathing in Las Vegas into a Hollywood movie. SCreenwriter after screenwriter attempted to bring
Hunter S. Thompson's world to life with a big bl¥lget adaptation. It took the twisted mind ofTeny Gilliam
to fmally get it done.
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas: The Criterion Collection is not SO much a film as an experience. The
two-disc set offers more than any Thompson or GiUiam fan needs to satisfY their inner demons.
Before Captain Jack Spal"rnW in PirateJ o/the Caribbean, Johnny Depp graced us with his spastic performance ofHWlter S. Thompson and his drug trip to sin city. Benicio Del Toro captured Dr. Gonzo with
unnerving psychotic power. Two of tile most versatile actors in the business. Depp and Del Toro were the
perfect combination of menace and mayhem for the roles.
The real winner, however, is Gilliam, whose imagination and wit make the book come to life on the
big screen. Gilliam puts the same artistic flair into Fear and Loathing in Las Ji!'gas that he did in Brazil.
rune Bandits and 12 Monkeys.
'The Criterion Collection, sure to amaze DVD enthusiasts with tons of supplement material, does a great
job of Showing the story behind the story. There are rare materials on Oscar Zeta Acosta, the inspiration
for Dr. Gonzo, as well as a strange documentary from 1978 with Hunter S. Thompson himself.
With essays. audio commentaries and a photo gallery, the DVD is a must have for any fibn butT who
wants to tear the movie apart scene by scene. Though it costs more than your average DVD, it's worth

every penny.-Matthew Jaste,.

Ratin S Item:

Q~ Sic Pic

Perfect cast carries 'Cruelty'

Those expecting a run.uf-the·mill romantic comedy from the Coen brothers have never really
appreciated a Coen brothers' film . Ethan and Joel have made a career. surprising audiences with
their dark. off~the~wall character sketches. Intole,.able Cruelty stays on the same demented course
as their previous films .
Miles Massey (George C looney) is an egotistical attorney who cheats Marylin Rexroth (Catherine
Zeta·Jones) out of a hefty divorce settlement. Disgusted with his tactics, Rexroth devises a scheme
to seek revenge on Massey for ruining her gold digging plans. In the middle of the cat and mouse
game, the two actually start to fall in love.
The Coen brothers have created some of the most unique films in the last 20 years, including
Raising A,.izona, Miller:r Crossing, Fargo and The Big Lebowski. Intolerable Cruelty focuses on the
corruption surrounding high· profile marriages and the intense war games that go on between
lawyers.
The chemistry between Clooney and Zeta·lones is unmatched. These two playoff each other
with a certain amount of spunk and charisma that is missing from most romantic comedies. Billy
Bob Thorton makes a wonderful appearance as a straight·shooting oil tycoon not afraid to express
his feelings to the woman he loves. The big laughs, however, go to Wheezy Joe (Irwin Keyes), an
asthmatic hit man with a certain amount of brain deficiency. .
Contrary to the previews, this is as sick and twisted as the rest of their work. The Coen's know
how to use Clooney and Thorton better than any other filmmakers. Zeta·Jones is the conniving
black widow that brings it all together. Those hoping for another When Ha,.ry Mel Sally will just
have to wait. -Matthew Jaster

9- Just Worth The Trip

(8)= Icky Flick

...
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mc grabs grant
for Latino study
tion is Mexican, with about 15 percent
of the population being of Puerto
Rican decent, according to the u.s.
Department of Justice.
The percentage of Latinos in the
-United States is on the rise. Bctwecn
1990 and 1998 the number of Latinos
in the Unitcd States jumped by 35 percent. At the rale the Latino population
is growing in this country, they will
make up nearly 25 percent of the entire
United States by the year 2050,
according to a Department of Justice
document.
According to a survey by the
Department of Justice, more than 44
percent of those surveyed said they
made less than S20,OOO per year, 45
percent said they did not graduate from
high school and fewer than 10 percent
said they had a college degree.
VIC's fellowships will benefit
Chicago neighborhoods with dense
Latino populations in many ways,
according 10 Aparicio. One of the fe llowships' specific goals is to gather
enough data to affect legislation in the
city, she said.
In 2005, two fellows will study the
presence of Latinos on education,
labor, the media and the church. The
2006 to 2007 phase comprises two fellows studying interaction between
Latinos and other minority groups,
VIC officials said.
All of the fellows will be active in
the community. There are plans to have
them split time in Mexico and other
Latin American countries and the
Chicago communities they are
researching.
The fellows will also make presentations and host discussion groups within
the communities.
"The idea is to hopefully create a
larger intellectual group about these
issues," Aparicio said.
An intellectual group is exactly what
the Rockefeller Foundation wants to
foster in order 10 help these communities in Chicago. The group is active in
donating to research for poor and
unde~rudied people and regions.
The Rockefeller Foundation is a
knowledge-based global foundation
with a commitment to enhance the
lives ofWlderprivileged people allover
the world. according to its mission
statement.
"I guess, beyond the idea abou' producing more knowledge about the
community is that that knowledge may
be able to infonn polky rpaking both at
the city level and state level. And that is
very important to me," Aparicio said.

By Andrew Greiner
SIal WriIer
Postdoctoral
scholars

from
University of Illinois at Chicago are

soon going 10 invade Latino communities in Chicago.
Armed with clipboards and lecture
series, they will be fighting the lack of

serious studies done on the country's
second largest Mexican and Puerto
Rican population.
VIC is sct to begin a srudy of Latino
culture in Chicago. after receiving a
S325.000 three-year grant from the
Rockefeller Foundation. The university is one of 21 international host sites
funded by the New York-based foundation.
Frances Aparicio, the director of

Latin American and Latino studi:s at
wrote the grant proposal after
teaching lhrec years in the Chicago

UIe.

area. Aparicio said she is very excited

about the study.
"I've been teaching Latino literature
and culture fOf many years. I think I

was oul there in the trenches when the
field didn't really exist," Aparicio said
The grant will be broken into five
fellowships over the next three years.
A postdoctoral scholar will head each
fellowship. UtC is assembling a panel
10 begin the search process for the fellows, Aparicio said.
"We would like 10 have a fellow thai
is involved in the Latin community,"
Aparicio said.
The fi~t fellowship IS slated for
2004 and will study Latino migration
and the effects of transnational ism on
the culture. Many Latinos living and
WOrking in Chicago still have strong
ties to communities south of the border, Aparicio said.
"Not only are they going back physically, but they are also sending money
and goods to communities that ar: for
the most part poor. Some Michoacan
immigrants have sent enough money
10 their region 10 erect a stadium and
even 10 buy an ambulance," Aparicio
said.
This study is projected to be important for Latinos in Chicago because,
although there has been some wone
done 10 srudy these groups, 'he« hasn't been any systematic research done
on them, Aparicio said.
According to Aparicio, Chicago
ranks second in the nation in Mexicans
• and Puer10 Ricans. The 2002 U.S.
Census eslimated the tocal Latino p0pulation of Chicago at aroWld 785,000
residents, or approximately 25 percent.
The: majority of the Latino popula-

Grant Park

moment
Such Pl'ojc:ctJ don 't come: without
a price
and (or this projcct it il an
alimakd $200,000.
So, private fUnd..,aiJing iniliativel

fa"

have been initia&ed to help pick up

the tab. O'Neill said S4l,()OO hal
been """""itlCd, but /101 solely for
the music room pruje<;1.
AddllklnlJ (1.Ifldj /II,e anticlp"tcd

iII'<f1MIhenlna lhe ""vlOOt)'

The college: has not been involved
in fund~rljsing effortl to date,
according to Dean Leonard Lehrer of
the School of Fine and Performin&
Arts-the college's point penon for
the group. He said, administrators are
100 consumed with dealing with the
school's budget woes to fund raise
for ouaide projects.
However, he Aid the college is
committed to lever,sins IUpport in
other way. for now, like dreaming up
innovative culturul projeets to disploay in tht: park.
Lehrer laid he and the coJ\JCrvanc:y leldership have lOlled around
idea. that are "unusual and (would1
attract aenulnc lltenlion," luch u a

kite desian and flylna projee" Ind an
inn.table fantuy Inimal dllplay 10
/loot above ,he pork.
II, .. id ,he .. projectl would be an
Irna~nalive WI)' to eonnc~t Innewuli"n II the 1(:0001 with III natural .ur..

council, • cltiun a.ovcmin, body in
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Domestic Violence Awareness month gets city-wide support

_J.~

Dozens of South Loop residents showed up to support Domestic Violence Awareness month at a
candlelight vigil on Michigan Avenue Oct. 16.
By Andrew Groin.,
SldWlior
One out of every three women in
the world will be a victim of domestic
violence in their lifetime, according to
Havilah Tower-Perkins from the
National Coalition Against Domestic
Violence.

COnJinuedjrom Back Page

hdcI-1d Michipn Avenue and Balbo
Drive-sre examples of the ~juvena
lion plans in motion.
Trees arc being planted to create
the walls of the room, and a IUtUe of
Sir George Solti will be trucked
down from the grounds of the
Lincoln Parle Con.oervato<y.
O' Neill wd he envisions concerts
at noon and lunch hour traffic from
Loop workers, students and residents
visitin, the: area looking for an
nc::ape, enn ir il is only for a

III'~

Candlelight vigil
sparks support

foA'"Jtf'Y"""

pmel, COf\Icn'.ncy

Lobbyln, c""n,I... city omclall,
loe,1 c:lvle: ...oclltlon membe,. and
In"llutlon. Ihrouah 'hi a'oup II

instrumentaJ in raising visibility to

earn private doHan.

And, the por1t district has .....,.t 10
.tIllIteh funds dollar for dollar for the
music room projcc:t to transform the
l>Im:n plot of land in'o 11101< than the
few floWCfbeds that have been plan'.
ed to court Michipn Avenue pedes-- '

trians.
Projoe' by proj ..~ the park I. com·

ina toaether. However, there t. still I
lot of work to be done. At Roosevelt

ROIId and MIchipn Avenue, pork
SpACe sits vllcanl. Accardina to the
park district it will cost

an ellimated

SIOO mUlion 10 ",furbl.h It.
However, It i. well-known that tho
park i. a work In prosreN and tho

'0

,oad .he"" II excldna people who
have liken on tho ehallonae 10 push
for Improvcmentl.

Leh",,"ld ho Ilenth",I.. ,lc abou,
,ho chana" underway, Vllilina yo.,.
"" (rom New Vorl! City when 0l1li'
POlk "w.. _ •• wha, 0' an urban
embenUlmcn~" I. alllina of the palt
he IIld. "(Now) It talkl vory n,ue/t
abo", ,ho pride ., lIIe oll)',"

October is Domestic Violence
Awareness Month and scores of coalitions against abuse are working to
bring the problem into public view.
"The goal of Domestic Violence
Awareness Month is to let people
know what a reaJ crisis we have,"
Tower-Perkins said.
On Oct. 16, the South Loop community joined the effort to raise awarene" about violence against women
through a candlelight vigil outside the
central domestic violence court. 1340
S. Michigan Ave.
A joint venture between the
Chicago Police Department, the First
District
Domestic
Violence
Subcommittee
and
Children's
Advocacy Clinic. the vigil featured
speakers from the States Anomey's
office, the Attorney General's office,
and lestimony from a former victim.
Each of the Police Depanment's 25
districts employs a domestic violence
liaison, like Officer Jim Reedy, who
works closely with advocacy groups
and the subcommittee to combat
domestic violence at the district level.
" I .. track ClSes, Iny cases that
cornc throu"h this district . Chicago
Police Department has created I database for oO'onders. I f a victim's nlme
comcs up more than once they &0 in
tho dOlabase . If an offcnder's nlme
comes up mon: Ihln once he is alTOstcd qui cker thltn normal," Reedy said.
The dalabue and liaison In: part of
the hll'Sher mea,u",1 police enforce
on multiple-offenders.
The Pollc~ Depal1ment .110 usel
cOlin .\lvoca\lY MrouP mlde up u(
olvlliall volunteers 10 trIck muiliple
offender cal~l .
Anolher relatively new meuuro for
the pulio~ II tho ability 10 pro ..

charges. tn the past, the victim had to
consent to prosecution of the offend·
er, now the police can move forward
without the victim'S consent, said
Reedy.
" It's evidentiary now. If we arrive
on the scene and there is evidence of
abuse we don 'I need for her to sign,"
Reedy said.
Ninety-five percent of a1l domestic
violence offenders are men. according to the NCADV.
With these new approaches taken
toward domestic violence cases,
advoc:ates ".y that awareness is still
the most affe<:livc approach.
The annual Domestic Violence
Awareness Month was initiated to
link. advocacy groups across the
nation, to remember victims who lost
their lives and most importantly to
spread the word about the problem
and give resources for surviving: victims to find help. Iccording to the
national domestic violence advocacy
group.

The local CIIIdlell&h' vtail is abou,

awareness and exposure, Reedy said.
Unfortunately. the tum"t facili ty
is too small to handle the hiah volume
of domestic violence cases.
The cuun will move in Ippro:< j·
mately I year and I half to I West
Loop l..ll10n II 612 S. Clinton SI.

Tho Fin' DI.triCI, which include.
Columbia, handle. .boot 1.000
domestic violence CIUS I

year,

.cconIllIi to Firs' Di.trict Police.
"Up un,1I a couple )'W1 111"bel\lto ou, dlst,lct was ClIpend<d-

we had about twtn'Y· flvo pt.rttnt o f
the ellis we hive now. When we
absorbed the ht)\lSina pl"Qj~b Ihe
numho" . kynICkelell." Reedy said.
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City looks to landmark
underground railroad site
o

Angela Caputo
City Beat Editor

Council to vote on historical marker on Dearborn Park comer
Domestic violence has been
brought to the forefront of public
activity this month through the
annual Domestic Violence
Awareness Month, aimed at raising visibility for the domestic
crimes that are so prolific they
affect every Chicago community.
In many ways, the awareness
campaign seems to be working.
According to the Chicago Po lice
Department, 215,153 calls for
domestic related violence were
placed in 2002, an increase of 2
percent from 200 I .
Advocates say that half the
battle in ridding our society of
this type of violence is getting
victims to speak out. And more
appear to be doing so.
Additionally, an increase in
domestic violence sensitivity
training among police officers
and a larger financial pledge
from the Illinois Attorney
General are part of the public
commitment to abating domestic
violence that is gaining momen-

tum.
Heath., Morrison/Chronicle

Generally unknown to passersby, the southwest comer of Ninth Street and South Plymouth Court
used to be an underground railroad stop. It is currently under consideration for landmark status.
By Kwame Abul Patterson
Associate Elitor
On

35

Oct.

2,

the

Ch icago

Commission on Landmarks granted
preliminary landmark status to the
South Loop location once occupied
by the 19th century abolitionists John
and Mary Jones.
In 1845, Chicago's most famous
and influential African-American citizens, John and Mary Jones lived on
" Edina Place, which is now the southwest comer of Ninth Street and South
Plymouth Court.
The husband and wife used their
fannhouse as a station within the
Underground Railroad network for
runaway slaves and abolitionist
meetings, according to Pete Scales,
com munications director fOF the
Chicago Department of Planning and

Coo ...., of Chicago Hit_I Soclt!y

The lite of Mary and John Jone.'
former home may be honored with
a historical marker,

Development.
If the commission's consideration
is passed by the City Council, a
plaque will be put on the sidewalk or
building that sits where the home
used to stand.
Scales«lieves the'site-wi ll be.recommended by the city, but the CDPD
and the commission must continue to
do research on the home to make sure
all information is correct.
"It's not that easy to study the
authenticity of the Underground
Railroad because it was so secretive," Scales said. "It's a different
type of landmark study because there
is no documentation to look into."
Currently the Jones' House is the
only known " station" located near
the Loop, according to the Chicago
Historical Society. But Libby
Mahoney, chief curator for CHS said
Chicago is steeped in the history of
the abolitionist movement.
"Chicago played a key role in
helping slaves run from the south to
northern states, Canada and western
territories," Mahoney said. "The
Jones' provided [slaves) with a midpoint, either they would stay here
[Chicago} or keep moving."
CHS has been running the exhibin,
"A House Divided," which features
the Jones, for more than a decade.
The city, however, has just recently
considered making the house a landmark. Scales said every consideration takes years of study in order to
be considered.
"Y wouldn't say we took a long
time. We knew Chicago had a part in
the Underground Railroad but we
had to do extensive research before
we could move on it," Scales said.
Based on family tradition, the
Jones' established their residence as
a pit stop along the journey to freedom .
The station was successful
because of the political and financial
power the Jones' had within the city,
according to Mahoney.
The Jones' moved as free blacks
from the southern states to Chicago
in 1845.
Their enterprise began when John
Jones first opened a tailor shop on
C lark Street between Randolph
Street and Lake Street. Jones was the
wealthiest African-American man in
the United States, due in part to his
successful career as a tailor.
He also helped found the Olivet
Baptist Church, Chicago's secondoldest church, according to CHS. He

also donated land on Plymouth Court
and Harrison Street to the city.
Chicago later bui lt a school on the
land and named it in his honor.
Today, the school is Jones College
Prep.
John also had a bevy of political
accomplishments such as holding the
position
of
Cook
County
Commissioner in 1871, making him
the first African-American in the
state to be elected to a county position .
During his tenure as commissioner, Jones created many antislavery
and civil rights laws such as Illinois
Black Codes. "Black Codes" were a
system of long-term indentures,
which is equivalent to slavery,
according to the Illinoi s Historic
Preservation Society.
Once the Jones House review is
complete by the comm ission, its consideration will be presented and
voted on by the City Council in the
next few months, according to
Scales.

Surprisingly, not everyone is
on board. Many Chicagoans
appear to still be gripped by a
fear that contributes to the perpetuation of violence against
women.
When the relocation of the
court fro m the current South
Loop location, 1340 S. Michigan
Ave., to the upscale River North
neighborhood, people lashed out
and a public battle ensued .
The attempt to create a more
up-to-date facility that can handle
an increased number of cases and
provide more privacy for victims,
originally identified for the
Helene Curtis building, 325 N.
Wells St., was publicly shot
down by frightened residents and
business owners.
Public pressure from Not In
My Backyard folks-()r
NIMBY- put a stop to the plan
when they rejected the new site
despite its unanimous approval
by the Cook County Board of
Commissioners in late May 2002.
Cajo ling of county board
members by Mayor Richard M.
Daley, who seeming ly went to

bat for NIMBY, was reportedly
the tipping point for overturning
the decision for the River North
site.
This public brouhaha demonstrated that people are still paralyzed by fear of domestic violence . And if nonvictims are terrified to come out in support of
the cause, how can those living
with abuse be expected to leave
their situations? Where will they
tum to if they are already being
publicly rejected?
Furthermore, here in the South
Loop, police say that the fear of
River North rcsidents was
unfounded. There is minimal
crime that spills over into this
community as a result of the
courthouse's locale. A mere 0.5
percent of all crimes committed
in the area annually are linked to
the court, police say.
Victims of domestic violence
have been hurt by the public
refusal to stand behind them.
But, they will not be the only
victims in this case.
Taxpayers are also being
squeezed as a result of public
fear.
The new court, 612 S. Clinton
St., will cost a reported S22 million more to complete than the
Helene Curtis bu ilding. And,
construction time will be extended by at least eight months as
well, according to local police.
You would think with an
increased public commitment to
help victims come forward, the
public would overwhe lmingly
rule in favor of victims and survivors of one of the most widespread crimes committed in
Chicago.
However, the jury seems to be
out. And at a time when there is
no time to waste.
In 2002 alone, there were 36
domestic violence homicides in
Chicago. That's nearly three
domestic violence homicides
each month.
And a public refusal to confront those statist ics will not
make them go away, they will
add to the number of women, sisters, moms and daughters lost.

City focuses
onGrant
Parkrehab
o

Price tag for renovations total $200,000

By Angela Caputo
City Beat Edtor
On a wann fall morning. buncrflies
dance through the air. creating a stir in
the otherwise still sanctuary of
Chicago' s grand pari.:.. St.retching
along the lakefront between Randolph

Street and Roosevelt Road. Grant Park
offers a sense of serenity that can be
hard to come by in downtown living.
The reality of the hustle and bustle

of city life is impossible to ignore, cars
jockey to the head of the pack. crissc rossing lanes. and speeding their way
down Michigan Avenue.
\\'hiJe people in their cars tre k off

hurriedly 10 their destination. others in
the park look on defiantl y. faces reading. "what's the rushT Lazjly drnped
across benc hes. people relax or sleep.
taking in a moment to themselves.

This. says Grant Park Ad visory
Cou",.- iJ Preside nt Bo b O ' Neill. is the
beauty of what one of the city's largest
lakefront parks has to offer.
Grant Park wasn' t aJways the beacon of beauty and prosperity that it is
today. O· Neili. onc of the park's current lead advocates. said that 20 years
ago, ·'What was in this park was horrifying."
Lanterns had no shades, and birds
claimed them to nest in . Trash was
strewn everywhere and plots of land
lay barren, awaiting the horticulture
that now fills the landscapes.
After countless walks through the
park. O'Neill decided that someone
needed to take charge as a full-time
advocate for the crumbling park and
that's when the former lawyer quit his

day job and fi lled the role himself.
Since he took on the job, he says he
realized that it was "much more work
than a fu ll-time j ob."
Many park advocates say his efforts
are paying ofT.
One of the greatest challenges,
though, has been to pull people in to a
park that District Forrester Brian
Williqueue said, "Mosl people are
commuting through . Ibutl the reaJ
beauty is walking through it."
Williquette is a former operations
supervisor of the park.
An ambitious campaign of planting
new trees, flowers and shrubbery h'L<;
sparked more public interest and pride
in the park.
A higher caliber of groundskee pers
employed by the park distIkt has
made tremendous impro vemenl s,
many agree. Gmnt Park has recently
won internationaJ gardening awards.
"Twe nty years ago, whe n I slarted
working on the park, they didn ' t even
know anything about landscaping." O'
Nei ll said.
Re-energizing the park through arts
and culture must aJso be a cornerstone
in the master plan for the park 10 draw
more people in. say Grant Park ad vocates.
''The idea is 10 creale thai balance of
culture, nature and beauty," O'Neill
said these elements are essential 10
making the park a destination place.
Ventures like the "music room"
projecl at Michigan Avenue and
Jackson Street, that will mirror the
area where the dancing at the park is

See Grant Park, Page 34

A~J. ~ron~e

An Oct. 17 blaze ripped through the 12th floor of the Cook County Administration Bui1ding. 69 w.
Washington St., claiming the HCe of at least three victims. according to reports at press time .
Chicago Fire Department Commissioner James Joyce said the fire began around 5 p.m. in a storage facility for
the Illinois Secrelary of S tate. There were several victims with serious to critical injuries [rom smoke inhalation .
according to a statement made by Joyce at the scene.
Building employees who talked to the Chronicle said they initially didn't realize the building was on fire.
-Kwam~

eTA plans to bump
fares to $1.75 in 2004
o

Transit officials say UPASS program will not be affected by hike

By Scotty C.rloon
StaftWriter
Siudents can rest assured at least for
the currenl school year, that UPASS
cardholders will not be affected by a
proposed Chicago Trans it Authority
fare hike that aims 10 plug a hole in the
m'L<;S trans it agency 's 2£X>4 budge!.
"The UPASS is nn independent program outs ide of the regular fare-based
, urds the e rA uses, so there will be nil
impac t 0 11 the UPASS by the fare
incre nse," said Jeff Wi lson, projec t
coo rdinlltor III the e rA, suid.
Twenty-."e ve n C hkngo- nre n ' 111leges , urrentl y partidp:tte inlhe eTA's
UI'ASS prugrulII, including Cuillmni"
and M,I M)sevell nnd [)cPuul IIl1i versi-

Ilcl',

AncIttw J, "ot1 lCht""~~

CoIc>rlul garden. are 0119 of many ImprovementB offlclalB are
maklng to 're-energize' IMICtlonB of ChiCago'. Grant Park ,

Abasi Palluson

The UPASS gUIlr:llllees full -litne
sludent s 1I11limiled rides 1111 lilly C'TA
!tull1l1r bus during 1111 1I, ,,demk SCII\~ ," ·
ter or lerm, Sluuents puy fur the puss
through their schtMll's IIlltioll . whc re
Ihe pusscs hllvo heel! pur,hllscd in
hloc kfll.
Mun y studellts Cl1l11ll1ute III thdr
C'hil:lIl!P CIIIIII)U/ICS U.~lll» Ihe (,TA's
trun~ it l'y ~ lc," , (lIId plcllty hllvle sin..:c
llcllcrihcd the l1l ~ clv el' {HI hCltl N
" relie ved" tn l1ut! their UPASS Cllsh
wtlulll pruhllbly III It be t.: h llll~IIIM '
" I've II I~Htl y u~ll IIbtllll S 'n wurth
"f Itlil" rllte!! with Illy UVASS III Ihe
n'lIllhtl!e week " ul' lIc hlH.II, II U,'11I pret .
Iy relieved," 1111111 TUIII !-Ielm!! .11 ft"Cfll h.

man at Columbia. "But even if I didn't
have the UPASS, I'd still be paying
less 10 ride (the trains) here with the
fare hike than I would when I lived in
New York."
The budget proposnJ, unveiled Oct.
9, has drawn some concern from citizens and even Chicago Mayor Richard
M. Daley for suggesting a l(kent to20 cent increase in the standard tronsPllnalion fare . CT'A officiuJs sny the
increas e i ~ neces.." aty to compensate
for det' teased ridership and less public
fUliding th:m in years ptl"t.
The proposed fat'( hike would take
cOCt:t JIII1. I 2(X)4. n~cordillg III ImIlSPlln'lliull uuthorities.
Al1lun~ the lither rt\.'OI1UnendllliuIlS
prcst'lltec.l by CfA President Fnmk
Kruc .. t III tlffset the gene.rIIl fllre
IIII:reuse is lu dl'Crtll..e tmnsfer fares hy
n nkkl'l- frlll11 ,\0 ttl 15 Ce.1\IS~Ulll
h'mnve the 2 ~ ' I'CI11 sun:hurge 011
C;( P""ss bus rutllc~ .
'Ille bud~el pnll)(Il'III ulsu 1I11Ul'II1eS

mllncy fllr 1.:111111111 improve-me-IUs t't,r
the muss trnl1sh system, M (IIl(lY fur 100
e TA In I'ehlCllle III IlC:OW hen{kllltll1el1',

relmlrlllll nnd l'allincinll Ih(l C'fA's
11",1 the I'Ul\:ht\Se or
'l,~11U Il(lW rluoa hu:<cs rllf lilt butt !lee!
IU~ 11111\111» Ihe newly hud»elro ItulIllt,
cSl.:l1lnhl~ ~yslel1\S

'T1le ("fA 1I1~1 1It11 lillie! whQlher the
11I~1'''Il SC wnuld ullll1ltll\!ly "IT~'I
tl\c:olr \llht':I' uses III' lhe Imll"
,'lit sysh'lIl, HlIwt'vt'r, IIl'\'tlltlhtl hi I~
tl t'lIlInl/lllhll1 , 1,1'1\11'1 -III I'K!I\'~III llr ull

I)rh.:c:o

~ lIlIlenl !' In

riden should expect to regularly spend
an extra quarter OIl their CTA trip.
Another 37 percent will instead ~
only a 10-20 cent increase in their

f=s.
The $936.6 million propo..."-3.I. presented to the public by Knlesi. Cllt,\1
the weakened state of the l'ounlr)"s
economy as the cause 10 the end I,f a
five-year growth in the number of ~"l
pie regularly using public trunsPllrution, AI.:'Coroing to the CTA. the! ~ III
ride.rs occounted for a revenue sn~llkr
thllll eXpel:ted, $JO.9 million sm..liler,
to be c.,nct.
"As resouJ\."'e.ful :IS we have be<-n,
our efforts hnve not been Ilb1e to k('('p
pu,--e with the s luggish economy nod
we :u-e foo,:-ec:1 to flK,(, some diJrto..'lIlt
IilUlllcil.ll ~' i sil\ns , " K~ said l1\ :1
stlltement rdell..etl hy the CTA O,:t. I,)
TIl muke mntt('rs \V\.\Nc, ~ ("TA
WIiS infIll1lk.'I.i nt t~ slnl't of the Mlltgt"t
pnll,(-ss lus1 ;\u$.ust thnl th.:i tolm Ilf'\"'IItin~ \'ust l'to ll Sl't!'l million $hon Ihr ttll'
...Ot.)4 ~UlI~~ I . ;\ftl'f impl~mC'ntlll !o!
" l't)."t \,.'t ll\tl\III\~I""\I1\'S" :11\1.1 he1tit\1lH~
Ih-o tlisp'\,"\11 \ \ 1' 40n )'I.\'" iti\",s Ihn" l~ h ·
(luI t.ht l'nl1lil\~ Y('i\r, tht- \" ""PlU\''V W:IS
ttblt\; tn ~\"''e I~ hlt1.~t 1l"P ttl S-'\\

million.
'Tht l$o.('ent htl.:l'9~ ill. Iht tlt':rtl (\'11tllli\'c:o r'm't hlk~ sh"-'t !WI. Thr pill
')I.\'~\II ht\.~ ~II Iht \'e1\t\'r \lf l.., \'II\II\"'t'I'~y lthl\'(' Kru~ lt i hlllt tht' (, h k'~"

'frihut\\" nhi.\UI thf
t'IIrller lhilt 1llt.~\1h ,

,'hm '!t

l.1"'1..'fl\1 hl!.:.\'

